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HOLIDAY NIGHT LIGHT

Can SBDM councils
•41 make a difference?

In the eyes of this
court, you are a
tragedy and disgrace.
Marvin Goodman
page 3

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

66
Any win is a good win,
but I'd like to have
been pushed harder.
Pete O'Rouke
page 8
I CAN'T BELIEVE IT...I
SENT M4'Ce4RiSTMAS LIST
TO Ti-+E SOUTH POLE
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24 shopping
days to Christmas

MISSING BOY
MANCHESTER, Ky. — The
parents of a 10-year-old boy
abducted from his elementary
school last week renewed their
pleas for his safe return, and
authorities continued to search
for the Clay County youngster.
Page 14
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School-based decision making
is an integral part of the .Kentucky Education More-AC.1, but can
it serve to calm fears about the
changes required of local
schools?
"The school councils are a
vehicle to make parents and
teachers feel ownership of their
schools for they are the ones
most intimately involved in the
education process," said Doralyn
Lanier, director of Region One
Service Center.
According to KERA, schoolbased councils are to be in place
by 1996. The councils will consist of three teachers, two parents
and the principal.
Teachers will be elected by the
faculty to serve on the councils.
Parent members will be selected
by parents belonging to the
school's parent-teacher
organization.
Area parents and teachers have
recently voiced concerns about
the non-graded primary program
in meetings at Mayfield and
Paducah.
But successful primary programs don't always mean good
site-based councils are in place.
"I don't think you can break it
down that way. There are some
schools in Western Kentucky that

FORECAST
Tonight, mostly cloudy with a
chance of rain. Low in the
mid-30s. Chance of rain 40
percent. Wednesday, partly
sunny. High in the mid-40s.

LAKE STAGES

have good primary programs who
don't have site-based councils
yet.
"There is no doubt, however,
that schools have an advantage
when their parents and teachers
are actively involved in the process," Lanier said.
According to KERA, each
school district must have at least
one council in place this year. All
schools are required to have
councils in place by 19%.
Two-thirds of the faculty can
vote to create a council early, but
Lanier said such a move depends
on the school.
"You do more harm if you try
to force change upon the schools
when they are not ready. You
miss the point of reform if you do
that.
"The idea behind the councils
is to empower teachers and
parents," Lanier said.
Site-based councils will work
in such areas as the school
budget, curriculum, and -scheduling.
"Councils will be involved in
the day to day events of the
school. I think of them as practitioners. The school board remains
the policy maker," said Dr. Bob
Lewis, assistant superintendent of
Murray City Schools.
Calloway County schools have
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Local growers of air-cured
tobacco are crossing their fingers,
hoping for a good price from this
year's crops when sales open
throughout the area Wednesday.
In a published report, Will Ed
Clark, general manager of Western Dark Fired Growers Association, said less than 5 percent of
the crop will go to the
government-supported pool.
He estimates the leaf will sell
for $2 to $2.15 a pound and said
he is optimistic about a high
demand this year. Clark said the
December auctions give farmers
an opportunity to sell their crop
before Christmas and most use
the money for shopping expenses.
Clark said the average price
last year was $1.75 per pound.
Marty Harper, manager of
Growers Loose Leaf Floor, which
will have the area's first sale at 9
a.m. Wednesday, said although
farmers had reason to worry at
the beginning of the season, it
turned out to be a good year for
most.

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, cal?
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday: 8 am.-noon Saturday.
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Marines may be in Somalia tomorrow if U.N. acts
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Marines will be off the coast of
Somalia by Wednesday, ready to
prepare for landing a U.S. or
allied military force to protect
food aid should the United
Nations authorize that move, Pentagon sources say.

If the use of force gets U.N.
approval, the Marines "would
secure an airport, allowing other
forces to follow," a senior military officer said Monday.
U.S. military commanders
were ready to send 43,000 to
20,000 troops to the region, one

senior Pentagon official said.
The officer and the official
spoke on condition they not be
identified by name.
A three-ship contingent led by
the USS Tripoli is steaming west
through the Indian Ocean and
"will be on station off Moga-

dishu as early as Wednesday,"
the official said.
However, the official said, no
order to move into the devastated
port has been given and all plans
for military options are "in a
holding pattern," awaiting a U.N.
decision on the use of force.

The 1,800 Marines of the 15th
Marine Expeditionary Unit, based
in Camp Pendleton, Calif., are a
quick-strike assault force that can
perform a range of missions from
amphibious raids to disaster relief
operations, the military officer
said.

Economic forecasting gauge
jumps .4 percent in October

ROTARY TELETHON

MISS YOUR PAPER?

• •

"We had plenty of water, but it
turned out to be a good crop," he
said
Top quality tobacco sold for up
to S2.20 per pound last year and

CYRUS AFZALI/Ledger .5 Times photo

Christmas lights illuminate a tree in front of the Murray Municipal Utilities building at the intersection of Fifth and Poplar Streets
Monday night. A children's Christmas tree will be lit in a ceremony Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Park.
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BARKLEY LAKE
355.4, +0.4; below 321.1, +0.1

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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Rotary Club's telethon for Murray IndeMolly Rogers and Dan Farris participated in the Murray
being broadcast from Murray State Unipendent Schools Monday night. The telethon will continue
County schools will benefit from the
ay
versity's TV-11 through Dec. 3 from 7 to 10 p.m. Callow
night.
day
Wednes
telethon tonight and Murray State

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government's chief economic
forecasting gauge turned higher
in October after having fallen in
three of the previous four
months, the Commerce Department said today.
The Index of Leading Economic Indicators jumped 0.4 percent,
the department said in its first
post-election report on the index.
It had edged down 0.1 percent in
September after it see-sawed over
the summer.
The index is designed to forecast economic activity six to nine
months in advance. In the past,
three consecutive declines have
sometimes foretold a recession. It
fell in August, rose in July and
fell in June.
The index's recent movement
fits with the belief of many anal-

ysts that the economy still faces a
struggle to mount a sustainable
recovery. They had expected the
modest rise in October.
"We're seeing a pop in the
monthly indicators that suggest
the economy is actually picking
up," said economist Laurence H.
Meyer, a St. Louis-based consultant. "But we want to be a little
bit cautious. We've had periods
where the data has been as good
as October's before ... and it did
not mature into a recovery."
Meanwhile, in a separate
report, the Commerce Department said construction spending
rose 1 percent in October to
$429.3 billion at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate, the highest
level in more than two years. It
III TURN TO PAGE 2
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Two regional groups of House
Democrats endorsed Joe Clarke
in his race for House speaker,
inching him closer to the 37 votes
he needs to beat Pete
Worthington.
But Worthington, the speaker
pro tem from Ewing in Fleming
County, said the race "is a long

way from over" and will tighten
as lawmakers compare him and
Clarke, the veteran House budget
chief.
Clarke, D-Danville, picked up
pledges of support from Jefferson
County and his native Bluegrass
as regional caucuses of the 72
House Democrats ended Monday
night.

The two groups pledged Clarke
at least 24 of the votes he needs
to win the race to succeed
indicted House Speaker Donald
Blandford.
Clarke claimed to have individual commitments from 45
legislators.
"It looks awful good," Clarke
said after Central Kentucky's

House Democrats voted overwhelmingly for him.
The Mountain Cau,:us, which
includes 13 House Democrats
from eastern Kentucky, did not
throw its support to either speaker candidate Monday night during
a meeting in Prestonsburg.
"It was somewhat divided,"
said Rep. Clayton Little of Vir-

gie, chairman of the Mountain
Caucus. "It was certainly not
one-sided."
Clarke would need slightly
more than one-third of the votes
from caucuses in eastern, northern and western Kentucky — 13
of the 37 members — to win the
speaker's post in next month's
election.
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tor in the outcome.
Republicans, who have had some bitter leadership fights
es
of their own in recent years, often conduct their caucus
public.
in
Also running for speaker is Rep. Joe Clarke of Danville,
e
who has been chairman of the Appropriations and Revenu
Committee since 1972.
Worthington, a Fleming County Democrat, is speaker
pro tem.
II TURN TO PAGE 2
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•Can SBDM councils...
FROM PAGE 1

-•

already set up site-based councils, while Murray Middle School
is the only school in the independent system yet to establish one.
Lamer said it is typical for
school systems in the same area
to take different approaches to
the council concept.
"Each district has a different
philosophy. Some districts have
had commiuees in place for years
that have worked on such areas
as the budget and curriculum,"
Lanier said.
She noted that some schools
have felt so oserwhelmed by
other aipects of KERA, such as
the primary and technology programs. that they felt thes already
had enough to deal with.
'A site-based council requires

s.

such a tremendous amount of
time from its members that teachers and administration felt it was
better to wait," she said.
Calloway County High School
principal Jerry Ainley said his
faculty voted last spring to establish a council.
"We've met three times. We
are still in the organizational
-stages. We're still groping our
way," he said.
Ainley said his council, whose
members include Dudley Burton,
Mrs. Robbie Hale, Fannie Buchanan. Judy Williams, and Brenda
Call, has started working on the
school budget, staffing, and
curriculum.
"We want to go slowly and
pick one item at a time to work
with," Ainley said.
Pat Seiber, Murray Middle
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School principal, sau.1 her council
was formed last year to find a
new principal when Roy Weatherly stepped down.
The MMS council includes
Pam Cartwright, Pat McMullin,
Scott Turner, Shirley Martin, and
Gary Johnson.
The council has conducted
surveys of parents, teachers, and
students to assess the needs of
the school.
"We want to zero in on areas
of weakness and together wos
out strategies to strengthen those
spots," Seiber said.
According to Seiber, KERA
allows each council to establish
its own by-laws.
"That allows each council to
be different. Councils can be
tailor-made for each school" she
said.
•

CASE
GRAND JURY TO HEAR FRATERNITY Thursday
in

Like Calloway High, Murray
Middle School's council doesn't
want to do too much too soon.
"We've been frustrated with
Frankfon when we've tried to get
answers to questions, but I don't
think it is any more frustration
than the state school board staff
feels in trying to find the answers
to those questions," Seiber said.
Does she feel that her council
is serving as a guinea pig for the
rest of the Murray system?
"Maybe I should feel like that.
I know that if the other schools
had councils, I could call the
principals for advice.
"But I don't feel so much like
a guinea pig as a pioneer. Maybe
we can help the other schools
avoid any mistakes that we might
make in the beginning," Seiber
said.

A Calloway County grand jury is scheduled to hear testimony
an inadent involving severe/ members of a Murray State University fraternity
accused of injuring • pregnant woman. According to a published report, a
spokesman for Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward confirmed that the
grand jury will hear the case, but said it would take no action until Dec 11
The Murray Police Department investigated an incident Nov 22 at approximately 10.30 p m where 13 pledges of Pi Kappa Alpha allegedly went to the
horn. of Ouintin Clark in Riviera Courts and 'abducted" him as part of a
prank. His pregnant wife, Tami Clark, 18, was injured while trying to defend
her husband. Reports said she was punched several times in the stomach,
thrown down and had her feet swept from beneath her She was treated and
released from Murray-Calloway County Hospital

ELDERLY GRAVES MAN FOILS FtIPOFF

II Local growers...
FROM PAGE 1
Harper said the quality of this
year's crop is equal to or better
than last year's.
He said color, finish and
whether or not there is din on the
leaves are the main factors that
determine price.
"(In the government-supported
pooh we have a grading service
that comes in and grades it. Once
it's graded, it has to bring a certain price, but if the companies
don't buy it at that guaranteed
price, it will go to the association
which will sell it at a later time,"
Harper said.
Buddy Farris of Farris Loose
Leaf Floor in Murray said he
thinks buyers will offer pnces
comparable to last year when

selling begins at his floor Wednesday at 10 a.m.
Sales will also be held at Kennedy Brothers Loose Leaf Floor
in Mayfield at II a.m.
Wednesday.
Clark said government support
pnces for lugs, or lower-grade
tobacco, range from 48 cents to
$2.10 per pound. Harper said
some companies seek lugs at
sales, which can cause their price
to be equal to or greater than regular leaf tobacco.
Clark said producers can often
get higher prices by first stripping their tobacco and removing
as much dirt from the leaves as
possible.
The next sales will he in Mayfield Dec. 7 and Murray Dec. 8.
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•Worthington defends...

I

FROM PAGE 1
Clarke appears to be at the
head of an emerging slate of candidates for the five leadership
posts on the Democratic side with
three incumbent members of
leadership. Floor Leader Greg
.Stumbo, Whip Kenny Rapier and
Caucus Chairman Jody Richards
of Bowling Green appear to have
joined an alliance with Clarke
and Rep. Larry Clark of Louisville, who is running for speaker pro
tern.
But others in the legislature are
also conducting exploratory
campaigns.
Rep. Ramsey Morns of Hopkinsville is running for speaker pro
tern. And Rep. Jim Callahan of
Southgate has publicly expressed
an interest in some leadership
position.
Worthington said he does not
want to create a slate of candidates for leadership but also did
not rule it out.
Meanwhile, Worthington acknowledged Monday that he has
had problems working with

female employees.
"I'm not a good person to
work with the ladies," Worthington told the Lexington HeraldLeader.
The newspaper reported that
Worthington has had more staffers leave his office than any
other House Democratic leader.
Worthington has had 20 full-time
staff workers since he became
speaker pro tern in 1985, according to Legislative Research Commission records. Nineteen have
left.
A woman who used to work
for Worthington called him a
sexist.
Peggy. Williams.' an assistant
for Worthington for four years
until quitting in February, said
Worthington "often said he
needed a man in the top spot in
his office because he could go
golfing or get a drink with them.
s
'
— IS that sexist or what? It
"
Sexist.

Worthington said, "It's not a
male or female thing. I just push
my people hard."

GOLO — An elderly Graves County man sent two would-be robbers into a
hasty retreat after his unexpected reaction Monday. According to a published report, Detective Jim Cooper of the Graves County Sheriff's Department said two men posing as electricians appeared at the door of an elderly
couple, both in their 80s, shortly after 3 p.m. He wouldn't release the names
of the intended vbctims, but he sail.they live off Ky. 80 near here Based on
the couple's statements. Cooper reported the men said there had been an
accident down the road from the couple's home and they needed to check
the electricity. They went into the home and acted as though they were
checking outlets. The younger man apparently found the woman's purse
and was caught by her husband as he was trying to go through it in the
bathroom. The man of the house grabbed a handgun, at which time both
men fled out the door and ran to their dark-colored pickup truck. The resident followed the retreating men and fired six shots at their vehicle as they
drove away The robbers were described as two white men — one heavy in
his late 40s, the other thin and in his late 20s or early 30s — wearing lightcolored coveralls. A description of the men and truck was sent to all surrounding police agencies, including Tennessee. Missouri and Illinois.
Authorities also notified area hospitals to look for a man seeking treatment
for a bullet wound

MOBILE HOME DEALER DRAWS SENTENCE

HAYFIELD — A former Mayfield mobile home dealer was sentenced Monday to 10 years in prison without probation by Graves Circuit Judge John
Daughaday. Phillip Curtsinger pleaded guilty earlier this month to 12
charges stemming from a 14-month investigation of alleged fraudulent dealing at Curtsinger Mobile Homes. According to a robli-..had report, charges
against Curtsinger included second-degree criminal possession of a forged
instrument, six counts of theft by deception over $100 and one count each
of second-degree forgery, selling a vehicle with an altered identification
number, receiving more than $100 in stolen property, first-degree criminal
mischief and second-degree conspiracy to commit arson. The stiffest sentence Curtsinger could have received under the state's aggregate sentencing law would have been 20 years. Graves Commonwealth Attorney Richard
Weisenberger said a pre-trial conference for Curtsinger's wife, Brenda,
would probably occur the first week of January. Brenda Cunsinger faces
four counts of felony forgery. Phillip Curtsinger bought several mobile homes from insurance companies in South Carolina after they were damaged by
Hurricane Hugo in 1989. To obtain titles for the homes, Cunsinger had to
file applications with the state fire marshal's office and was also required to
advise consumers of the prior damage and repairs to each unit, which he
failed to do, according to authorities Curtsinger, 43, of Fancy Farm, operated two mobile home lots — one north of Mayfield and another west of
Fancy Farm.

Citizens panel named to review
progress of education reforms
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
10-member citizens panel
appointed by Gov. Brereton Jones
on Monday will review the progress of the education initiatives
passed, by the 1990 General
Assembly.
The work of the commission
will be paid for in large pan by a
$400,000 grant from the Annie B.
Casey Foundation, which is associated with United Parcel
Service.
"It is vitally important that the
citizens of the commonwealth
receive an independent report on
the results of KERA," Jones
said.
The commission will create a
tax-exempt corporation that will
be able to receive other grants,
hire staff and possibly contract
for research services.
Jones' appointments coincided
with the announcement by the
University of Kentucky and University of Louisville of the crea-

tion of a joint study center on
educational policy.
The members of the commission will be: Lila Bellando. president of Churchill Weavers of
Berea and former member of the
State Board of Education; Judith
Clabes, editor of The Kentucky
Post; Gary Dodd, general manager for administration and planning of Toyota Motor Manufacturing Co. in Georgetown; John
Hager, publisher of the Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer; Robert
Sexton, executive director of the
Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence.
Also, Ben Richmond, executive director of the Urban League
of Louisville; state Sen. Joe
Wright, D-Harned; David Grissom, chairman of Mayfair Capital
of Louisville; Doug Keulpman,
vice president of UPS in Louisville; Judy Thomas, executive
director of the Ashland Oil
Foundation.
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The various changes left the
index at a seasonally adjusted
149.1, up 2.7 percent from a year
ago. But, since May, the index
has been virtually flat.
In general, analysts are detecting a noticeable improvement in
the economy lately, but they're
not ready to break out the champagne and sing "Happy Days Are
Here Again."
They've been burned too many
times since the economy lapsed
into recession in July 1990. They
prematurely predicted a return to
better times twice since then,
once in mid-1991 and again early
this year.
But each time a dip or stall in
activity prevented the economy
from attaining a self-sustaining
recovery.

"Clearly the most recent numbers are a bit- better," said economist Samuel D. Kahan of Fuji
Securities Inc. in Chicago. "The
question is, will they be better
long enough to create a selffulfilling prophecy or will they
fade back as they have so many
times before."
The key to future growth, economists said, is whether or not
employers feel confident enough
in the nation's future to start
expanding their payrolls.'
Even though the economy
technically has been growing for
six consecutive quarters, unemployment did not start to decline
until summer. It hit an eight-year
high bf 7.8 percent in June and
by October had edged down to
7.4 percent.
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was the second consecutive
monthly advance.
Six of the leading index's 11
forward-looking indicators turned
stronger in October, two were
neutral and three were negative.
The positive indicators, in
order of magnitude, were:
•A 13.7 percent drop in average
weekly unemployment benefit
claims, the steepest since December 1982.
•An increase in the average work
week of manufacturing
employees.
•A jump in unfilled orders at factories, a sign that manufacturers
are not as easily keeping up with
new orders and may need to hire
soon.

•A rise in orders for business
equipment and buildings.
•An increase in orders for consumer goods and the materials
that go into the goods.
•An uptick in building permits.
The neutral indicators were the
University of Michigan's consumer sentiment survey and the
inflation-adjusted growth in the
money supply.
The drags on the index were:
•A decline in the prices of raw
materials, a sign of stalled
demand.
•A drop in business delivery
times, showing companies aren't
having trouble keeping up with
demand.
•A fall in stock prices as measured by the Standard & Poor's
500.
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Community Focus

This bill good toward the purchase of any regular
priced or sale priced in-stock appliance including
refrigerators, freezers, washers, dryers, ranges,
saierevraves, televisions, VCR's and more!

ci

It's A Sala You Can't Afford To Miss!

Cablevision Channel 11
7:00-10:00 p.m. Each Evening
•••

ARD & ELKIN
Court Square •Murray •753-1713

Proceeds this year go toward comnsunications
technology in the local public schools and the
university plus Rotary Club projects.
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Marshall County waste operation faces new questions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State regulators have posed a new
set of questions to be answered
before they allow another testing
of a hazardous waste incinerator
in Marshall County.
The proposed test burn at unit
No. 3 at LWD Inc. would be its
third. The first two failed to meet

ble emissions of hydrochloric
acid and chlorine.
•How LWD will keep temperatures in a related component from
reaching levels that can produce
cancer-causing dioxins and furans
as bYproducts or demonstrate that
emissions of those materials will
not increase the risk of cancer.

state requirements, but another
test was granted under an agreement between the company and
the Natural Resources Cabinet.
In a memo released Monday,
the cabinet required the following
information:
'How LWD will measure possi-

•How LWD will keep temperatures above a certain level
whenever there is waste in the
incinerator, even during an
emergency shutdown.

cabinet approved LWD Sanitary
Landfill for handling some additional types of hazardous wastes
at its existing facility near
Calvert City.

'The rate at which waste will be
fed into the incinerator.
In a related action Monday, the

LWD was initially exempt
from regulations because the
materials it handled at the site

were not considered hazardous
But under new federal definitions, the company had to appl
to handle hazardou., wastes.
The permit is an intenm step
while the cabinet obtains further
technical information from dic
company.

Oldham County teenager charged
after filing false kidnapping claim
CRESTWOOD, Ky. (AP)
An Oldham County teen-ager
who admitted last week that she
concocted claims she was
kidnapped from her own home
and attacked was charged Monday with a misdemeanor, police
said.
Lyndee Grane, 19, of Crestwood was charged in Oldham
Distnct Court with falsely reporting an incident, said detective
Mona Dempsey of the Oldham
County Police Department.
Dempsey said she expects the

nothing after being forced back
into her car outside the restaurant. She was found the next day
in Findlay, Ohio, in what police
said was a state of shock. She
had suffered minor cuts and
bruises.
After a long interview with
Oldham County Police officers
and FBI agents, Grane admitted
last Wednesday that she made up
the kidnapping.
Officials hope the coons will
force Grane to undergo counseling, Dempsey said.

charge will be the only one filed
against the teen-ager.
Crane was being held in the
Oldham County Jail in lieu of
S25,(XX) bond.
Grane had told police she was
kidnapped from her own porch
after returning late one night and
was taken to a pizza restaurant
where she works in Crestwood.
She said she was beaten at the
store, and restaurant workers
found her shredded and bloody
clothes later that day.
Crane said she remembered

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
753-4175

Sine You Beller."Always Wonting
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7 Sat. 9-5:30

Glendale at Whitnull

News of the World
NORTH KOREA HIDING NUCLEAR beWORK
working on

an
SEOUL, South Korea — North Korea, long thought to
atomic bomb, has attempted to camouflage new construction near its largest
nuclear complex, intelligence sources said today. Highly reliable Western
and South Korean sources told The Associated Press that new U.S. satellite
photographs show recent construction near the nuclear facilities at Yong•
byon. The officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, declined to discuss the full scope of the construction or to speculate on its purpose. Western officials are concerned that the north's hard-line Communist regime is
trying to conceal a nuclear weapons program at Yongbyon despite denials
by its leaders and a partial opening this year to international inspectors.

GUN
SMALL GROCERS UNDER FOOD STAMP
be able to use

WASHINGTON — Many inner-city residents may no longer
food stamps at neighborhood convenience stores, often the only nearby
source for groceries, because of federal concerns that some stores are selling more candy and soda than bread and milk. An Agriculture Department
review of retailers that accept food stamps has found nearly 900 small grocers are in jeopardy of being kicked out of the program for not selling enough
staple foods to stamp users. Many more stores may be at risk as the twoyear review, begun earlier this year, continues into 1993, industry officials
said Monday Most of the threatened stores are in inner-city neighborhoods
abandoned by big grocery store chains. But convenience stores in rural
areas and some suburbs also are under the gun. Food stamps represent big
money for the nation's 70.000 convenience stores, accounting for 4 percent
of $40.1 billion in sales last year.

Layaway Now...
Avoid The Christmas Rush!

BUSINESS RESPONDS TO AIDS

ATLANTA — Federal health officials marked World AIDS Day today with a
new program to help businesses educate their employees about AIDS and
keep those with the disease working as long as possible. "Business
Responds to AIDS," sponsored by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, will help corporate America establish workplace AIDS policies, train
supervisors to deal with infected employees, educate employees and their
families and encourage community service and volunteerism. ''What we are
offering is a one-stop service to businesses so they can initiate programs
they haven't done previously," said Fred Kroger, director of the CDC's
National AIDS Information and Education Program. The CDC also will publish ads to push the message that AIDS isn't spread in offices.

4 Drawer
Odd Chests
Only

$49

HARDLINERS
YELTSIN UNDER ATTACK FROM immediate
attack from

MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin came under
session
hard-liners today as the Congress of People's Deputies opened a
moves. Deputy
seen as crucial to the future of the president and his reform
actions
Ivan Fedoseyev asked that the Constitutional Court review Yeltsin's
and
States
t
Independen
of
lth
Commonwea
the
forming
in
on Dec. 8, 1991
his impeachdissolving the Soviet Union to see if they "give reasons for
Kremlin
ment." As Yeltsin watched stonily from the dais, in the Grand court.
to the
question
the
sending
against
429-352
voted
deputies
palace,
had tilted
The vote indicated that the balance of forces at the Congress Not all the
ride.
slightly in Yeltsin's favor, although he still faced a stormy
1,046 deputies attended this morning's session.
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KOALAS FACING EXTINC
lovable symbols of Australia, are being

SYDNEY, Australia — Koalas, those
transmitted disease and
killed off by loss of habitat, dogs, cars, sexually
leaves. "The koala is
poison
producing
by
eucalyptus trees that fight back
an uncertain future,
our most popular national ambassador, but it faces
Koala Foundation
Australian
the
of
director
executive
Tabart,
Deborah
said
the value of our
recognize
and
nists
conservatio
join
"Unless economists
will be in souveleft
koalas
only
the
t,
environmen
wildlife by considering the
1920s, when 3 million
nir shops." Koalas have been threatened since the
Australia state. Only
were shot for their pelts. They became extinct in South because the pouchavailable
are
population
current
the
of
estimates
rough
19 hours a day and
ed marsupials, often wrongly called bears, sleep about between 60,000 and
number
the
put
guesses
Various
roam mostly at night.
koala is designated as a
400,000, most of them in southeast Australia. The
appears to be holding
rare and vulnerable species in New South Wales and I think the koala has
years,
10
next
the
"Over
state.
Victoria
in
only
its own
vulnerable to
a major problem," Ms. Tabart said. "They're extremely
well.
adapt
not
do
and
t
changes in their local environmen

Student Desk

Sermed Celery Day Monday thru Saturday

Turkey & Dressing - Baked Ham Fish - Large Selection of Vegetables
Salad Bar - Desserts
763-4141
H.641 North.

Murray
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$6.95

Seven Seas
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Choice of Pine or Maple

'79

4-Piece Bedroom

lictorian Brass Finish

Includes Dresser, Mirror, Twin
HB & Chest

lai

Plant Stand R
Boxed RTA
$9

4-Piec

Youth

j \_
:4;-,..--..1

Bedroom Suite
Includes Double Dresser, Hutch.
Mirror, Chest, Full or Queen HB

'199
Solid Pine Bunk Bed

NIghtstand...$49199 NIghtstand..$49299

0
001

Matress Only '39 Ea.

0% Financing
No Interest Paid
For Up To
36 Months!

Full Size
Sofa Sleeper

'

'399
9
$29

Full-Size
Recliner
Starting

at

Incliner Sectional
In Luxurious Velvet

Solid Wood 3-Piece Dinette
Table
30x30x48"

'199

American Chrome

at 139

$9

(Choice of Colors)

Occasional Tables

Starting at

I

Fabulous Christmas Buffet

PTA

White/Brass
Daybed

Beg 4 Foot

Assorted Brass,
White and Wood

Headboards
From $19

ENJOY
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PACKWOOD ENTERS TREATMENT PROGR
in an alcohol

WASHINGTON — Sen. Bob Packwood will spend a week
treatment program, but he won't consider resigning and has hired an attorney to defend him in a possible Senate ethics investigation of sexual harassment allegations, an aide said Monday. The Oregon Republican, whose
whereabouts have been kept secret for more than a week, voluntarily
entered treatment at an undisclosed in-patient facility on Sunday, his chief
of staff Elaine Franklin said. "It will involve some blood tests, some therapy,
some sessions," she told The Associated Press. "The facility is very trained
in the use of alcohol. I'm not going to say any more about it, she said in an
interview. "We're not going to tell where he is, because he needs privacy
right now," added Josie Martin, an aide to Packwood. Ten women — former
Packwood staff members or lobbyists — have accused the four-term senator of uninvited and unwanted sexual advances over the years Some of the
accusers said alcohol may have played a role in Packwood s behavior, but
others said it did not appear to be involved. One of the women, Julie Williamson, 53, said Monday she thought Packwood entered a treatment facility
as a political ploy to win sympathy. "I think it's highly suspect," said Williamson, who has accused Packwood of stepping on her toes, forcefully kissing
"I
her and trying to take her clothes off when she worked for him in 1969.
think its a strategy."

So lid

Rocker

YEARS
FISHER SENTENCED TO 5-15 sentenced
to

five to 15
MINEOLA, N.Y. — An apologetic Amy Fisher was
"Your
shooting.
triangle
love
Attraction"
"Teen
the
in
today
years in prison
had
you
months,
many
For
s.
spontaneou
not
were
acts on May 19, 1991,
Marvin
stalked Mary Jo Buttafuoco, like a wild animal stalks its prey," Judge
the
Goodman told the teen defendant. To this court, you are no celebrity. In
less than
no
deserve
You
disgrace.
and
tragedy
a
are
you
court,
this
of
eyes
shooting
the maximum sentence I can impose by law.' The highly publicized
to
left Mrs. Buttafuoco, 37, partially disabled. Fisher, 18, had pleaded guilty
her conassault in the shooting. In her statement to the judge, she repeated Joseph,
tention that she had had an affair with Mrs. Buttafuoco's husband,
and said he knew of and encouraged her plan to shoot his wife.
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Perspective on Politics

Clinton will stillface
Congress's stalemates
By WALTER R. MEARS
A...sosi.d Prose More Analysis
WASHINGTON — While the vanguard of the new Democratic
vernment is chorusing goodbyes to gridlock, there may yet be slow,wns and stalemates in Bill Clinton's congressional path.
Divided government is ending, but personal and regional rivalnes.
...cf disputes and overlapping power claims are not. And those are not
,...:essarily matters of party politics.
s3i last Me
- President Carter had constant problems with Congres the,
died that
,r.,, Democrats had full control; Clinton's people have
it.
..,.ord .to avoid repeating
a Democrat was president and Democrats ran Congress 30 years
rt, a when two venerable appropriations committee chairmen stalled
, .tal spending bills because neither would agree to go to the other's
Se of the Capitol to negotiate final terms. That was settled with
- •zeungs in the middle.
Latter-day disputes aren't that petty. Chairmen are more vulnerable
,tow, their powers and seniority guarantees limited by reform. But
' ,)ngress wasn't designed for speed; the Senate in particular operates
• ire often as a brake than as an accelerator of legislation.
The Constitution was written to divide powers among the three
: ,nches. and legislative powers between the two houses. The way
. ngress operates now, getting things done in a hurry is even more
ficult.
There are 295 standing, select and special Committees and subcom- ttees in Congress. Authority overlaps. a InajOf bill or as compo, !Its may have to get past a half-dozen of the 136 House subcommites before it gets to the full committee that shapes the final terms for
: vote.
With President-elect Clinton setting the agenda. and Democrats
imising to put their House and Senate majorities to work for his
, 7 )gfarns, the kind of gndlock that was a campaign buzzword should
r . past.
,
President Bush campaigned against "the gridlock Congress," cornp:41ning that its Democratic majoeitili rejected his major proposals. In
t.srn, the Democrats pointed to 32 Bush vetoes: only one overridden in
I. ,Jr years, and blamed gridlock on him..
"The only gridlock that has existed is the gridlock brought on by
- • president," House Speaker Thomas S. Foley said 35 the old Con. :ss adjourned. "We won't miss the gridlock," Sen. George Mitchthe Senate majority leader, said in a weekend television intersiew,
.lcing toward the new Congress that will convene in January, certify
.:nton's election, then mark time until he is inaugurated president.
"On the major issues ... economic growth, job creation, health care
.orrn ... I think you're going to see some action," Mitchell said.
NW that's not gridlock."
Clinton ran against Republican gridlock, said in victory that his
. andate was to end it and brought it up a week ago in a campaign
prise.."We have got to break this gridlock in Washington." he said,
U m pa igfling in Georgia for a Democratic senator who lost ina runoff
'...ction last •Tuesday.
.
Sen. Sob Dole, the Senate Republican leader, said a little gridlock
•zht be a good thing to stop bad legislation and suggested that's
• .11 Georgians voted for in electing a new GOP senator.
By dictionary definition, gridlock is a traffic jam in which no vehi:,7 can move in any direction. Congress wasn't snarled that badly
. der Bush, and certainly won't be under Clinton.
But its Democratic leaders are sensitive to trouble with the voters if
• '.7y can't get things done now. "The Democratic Party can no longer
-.:ame it on gridlock." said a newly elected Democratic senator. Ben
--ighthorse, Campbell of Colorado. "We've got the whole ballgame
...
House Democrats will consider changes to streamline..their operat,ons at a caucus Monday to elect leaders and prepare for the new
r:ongress. A new joint committee is to consider reform next year;
v.itchell said he'll propose some Senate changes in the interim.
.R214Ificult than an an earlier
9
warmore
The reform challenge now may be
:ra, when a relatively simple, if hard w , change could be crucial. as
,
expanded in 1961 to dilute the
when the House Rules Committee
power of Southern conservatives and open a path for the proposals of
President ,ICennedy.
A study published by the Heritage Foundation says congressional
habits now get in the way of legislating.
As evidence it cites the 1991 highway bill, 298 pages long. "a
monument to pork barrel politics and congressional self promotion."
(he Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 took 32 pages — and revolutionized U.S. transportation by creating the interstate highway system.
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The Gleaner, Henderson:
A health care plan in hand, with well studied alternative approaches, is more significant in deciding when to have a special legislative
.ession than is the election of Bill Clinton to the presidency.
Some legislators are advising a delay in Kentucky's pursuit of
uealth care reform, saying that the win for Clinton will change the
national, and therefore the states', health care environmeni
Had George Bush won, the same legislators would probably have
suggested that a wait was in order to see what Bush would come up
with in his second term of office.
Their caution runs counter to the Boy Scout motto, "Be prepared."
We all knew there was going to be an election. Clinton's victory
was, at least in recent months, a highly potsible outcome. If planning
for state health care reform was important before the election, it is just
as important afterward
.oleigislative conAnd if Gov Brercton Jones' plan will be ready for
sideration in January or June. such should be the timid! of a special
session.
Kentucky should continue seeking health care solutions, not in
order in he a national model, but for the sake of people's urgent
needs.
With a health care plan in effect or at least on the drawing hoards.
Kemscky will he in a position to help formulate or tap into a national
system. If legislators drag their support. Kentucky will have little to
offer toward s nationwide solution and nothing to take ill place should
federal efforts fail

Note on the quickfix
Lord Macaulay once remarked
that be knew of no spectacle so
ndiculous as the British public in
one of its periodical fits of morality. He was talking about public
reaction to the scandalous behavior of Lord- Byron in 1820, but
his comment might well apply to
the American public and the deficit in 1992.
There is indeed something ridiculous — perhaps hypocritical is
a better word — in the current fit
of hand-wringing over the deficit.
A polltaker the other day found
that 46 percent of the respondents
listed "the deficit" as their foremost concern. What hokum!
I don't believe it for a minute.
Oh. I believe 46 percent of the
respondents thus answered the
polltaker's question. They
thought it the politically correct
thing to say. The truth of the matter is that the people are concerned about the deficit as they
are concerned about Somalia.
They are abstractly concerned but
not personally concerned. And
not many really, truly, crossyour-heart, want to do anything
realistic about ending the deficit.
This would hurt.
Nevertheless, in the current fit
of morality, all the old demands
for a quick fix are surfacing once
more: the line-item veto, and the
balanced budget amendment.
These patent medicines have
about the same therapeutic value
as Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
Compound. The lady's elixir had
no more lasting effect than a shot
of honest booze, which in fact it
mostly was.
The line-item veto, in its pure
or impossible form, would not
work at the federal level. At least
it would not work as effectively
as its advocates suppose. This is
because 75 percent of the federal
budget, more or less, is beyond a
president's reach.
-Mere are no "line items" for
Social Security benefits, food
stamps, crop subsidies, interest
on the national debt and other
untouchable programs. For these
outlays Congress appropriates a
sum sufficient and the Treasury
pays accordingly. A line-item
veto would not touch the invisible billions spent on the CIA. It
would not affect spending from
trust funds.
What it comes down to, for
good or ill, is that a line-item
vet() would threaten only a small
handful of pork-chop projects. If
Congress were to pass a statute
giving President Clinton a line-

item veto, the statute would face
a tough constitutional challenge.
Article I, Section 7, provides for
the presidential veto of a "bill,"
not part of a bill.
The idea of an inactive veto is
better. Under this proposal, the
president could veto, say a
$100,000 item for a playground
in Myersdale, Pa. Unless Congress then approved the item all
over again, in a separate up-ordown vote, the veto would stand.
This might work, but 1 dunno.
On March 20 George Bush
attempted to rescind 65 items totaling $68 million. These were
items of pork, pure pork. Sen.
Wyche Fowler of Georgia had
tucked away $200,000 to build a
storage warehouse for Vidalia
onions. Rep. Bob Traxler let his
heart, and the Treasury, bleed for
celery growers in Michigan. Sen.
George Mitchell won a bundle
for the lowbush blueberry pickers
of Maine.
Sen. Robert Byrd, chairman of
Senate Appropriations, took one
long look at Bush's speech about

pork, and turned the presidential
message into hash. So much for
the line-item veto.
Roughly the same objections
apply to the many proposals for a
balanced budget amendment to
the Constitution. It wouldn't
work. Fourteen years ago Congress enacted a statute on the
subject. It became part of Public
Law 95-435. Section 7 was a
model of clarity:
"Beginning with Fiscal Year
1981, the total budgeted outlays
of the federal government shall
not exceed its receipts."
This was known as the Byrd
Amendment after its patron, Sen.
Harry F. Byrd Jr. of Virginia.
Congress ignored it absolutely.
The act was unenforceable. This
was a problem with the constituional amendment rejected by the
,House last June. It could have
been enforced only by surrendering the taxing and spending
authority to the U.S. Supreme
Court, a lousy idea if there ever
was one.
Yes, all but nine state governors have a line-item veto, and
yes, all but 10 states demand that
their legislature pass a balanced
budget. If the states had the unrestrained power of the federal government to coin money at will,
the people would be having
spasms about state deficits also.
Quick fixes won't work. We
had better try something else, like
reforming human nature.

HEY CLINTON —
* WE GOT YOUR CAT. DO SOMETHING
NEWS-WORTHY OR THE CAT GETS IT.

Catalog shoppingfor the effete
"People want things that are
jacket is made of silk Can be our
hard to find," claims J. Peterman.
little secret."
MAIN STREET
"Things that have romance, but a
I don't know if it's the same
factual romance, about them."
couple or a different pair on page
Peterman knows this because a
49, under the caption "Hanging
few years ago strangers began
out" wear. Listen to this one:
stopping him on the streets of
"The invitation you hoped most
New York, Tokyo, London, and
to get you just got. You're
Ledger dt Times columnist
wherever else he trekked, to ask
invited to come and 'hang out.'
him where he got the coat he was
For a long weekend. That could
wearing. So many people tried to man's duster protects you, your description is a story in itself, mean anything. And usually does.
buy the coat — excuse me, he rump, your saddle and your legs complete with plot; exotic set- Walking six miles on the beach
ting; and characters who speak in before breakfast. Cups and cups
calls it a "classic horseman's dus- down to the ankles. Because it's
breathy sentence fragments, the of fresh Blue Mountain decal.
ter" — off Peterman's back, that cut very long to do the job, it's
he was compelled to form a small unintentionally very flattering. kind of drams implied in Ralph Fresh Irish soda bread. Fresh
mail order company in Lexing- With or without a horse. Lauren ads. Take the silk twill huckleberries. Fresh trout. Biking
ton, Ky. (Apparently, these are Although I live in horse country, blazer on page 58. The caption into town. An hour of Killer volthe trials faced by those on the I wear this coat for other reasons. goes like this: "An attractive leyball before dinner..."
woman might reach out and run
cutting edge of fashion. Pity poor Because they don't make DusenAnd if that's not enough to
her fingers lightly along the entice you to place an order
bergs anymore."
Peterman!)
Are you starting to get the
underside of your lapel. And then immediately, the "hang out" sweAnyhow, from a little ad in
say. 'This is nice. What is it?' ater is touted as "The 90's verThe New Yorker and The Wall picture?
"In which case you might have sion of the one you wore to
J. Peterrnan raises mere comStreet Journal, J. Peterman
to
confess, 'Well...actually... it's shreds at Amhearst."
to
sheer
with
merce
profligacy
for
empire
order
mail
a
launched
silk.' Otherwise, the fact that this
romantics with too much dispos- his Owner's Manual. Each item
Oh, please.
able income to know what to do
There are 143 other pages to
with. Since the ads first appeared.
the I. Peterman catalog, excuse
J. Peterman's stock has grown
me, Owner's Manual. Though the
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to expred their
from one item to a 146-page
items themselves may be too priopinions on our "Respective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
Christmas catalog r— he calls k
cey for your pocketbook, you
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the folan "Owner's Manual" — with
might consider getting a free
• guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
copy evocative enough to attract
copy for yourself or s friend. It
writer s address and telephone number included in case verification is
hoardes of yuppies who year* 10
would make a great stocking stufnecessary (selephowe numbers will not be published). Letters should be
be tastefully attired Let Me
ler for those nostalgic Reagan
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
explain.
years.
interest. Letters moat not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Just call 1-800-231-7341. Who
On page 82, for instance, are
letter
or
end
any
to
reject
right
condone
e
th
ves
Times
&
reser
J. Peterman himself may
famknows?
now
several sketches of the
icqt frequent writers.
answer. That is, if he's not out on
ous J. Peterman classic horseLends should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
a safari, or hunting up exotic artiman's duster The description
42071.
KY
Murray,
1040.
P.O.
Boa
Times.
&
01 clothing in Bali.
cles
horsereads like this "Classic

Constance Alexander

Just drop us a line ...
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EDUCATION
•

graders are shown
Calloway County Middle School TNT seventh
decimal and
visualize
students
using manipulatives, which help
(from
Pictured
class.
math
Frizzell's
Rebecca
in
fractional values,
left) are Jessica Birdsong and Amanda Knight.
East Elementary students in Mrs. Leet's and Mrs. Grogan's primary class are shown on an "elephant's walk." These children use a
wide variety of literature, art activities, as well as small and large
motor activities to study the letter sounds. This week's letter is E.
Zac Larson, Katie Furlough and Corey Johnson are leading the
line by attaching their hands like elephants bolding trunks and
tails.

•

all
Murat
work
students
social
Finnearty,
Kate
and
Kim Robertson
ray State University, made a presentation entitled Ted-E-Bear at
Southwest Elementary to promote sexual abuse safety for children. The program is co-sponsored by MSU students and the
CHAMP (Children's Health and Mental Protection) organization.
Pictured (from left) are Nickie Stewart, Ashley Edwards, Robertson, Ted-E-Bear, Jamie Stinnett, Betsy Inman and Shannon Ray.
..411Pan

.a
Calloway
at
Richter
Margaret
Ninth grade French I students of
a writing
County High School are making silhouettes to illustrate
Catherare
left)
(from
Pictured
completed.
recently
actiyity they
m and
Cunningha
Tracie
ine Riley, Carmen Carl, Jodi Manning,
Courtney Lyons.

4

•

ii
politStudents at Robertson Elementary recently participated in a
featured
rally
The
ical rally after studying the electoral process.
Cherry.
songs, chants, speeches and a visit from Mayor Bill

employees recently
East Calloway Elementary School students and
Calloway Counthe
by
es
enjoyed a variety of musical performanc
of Nell
direction
the
under
choir,
-grade
ty Middle School seventh
FeltJim
and
teacher
Earwood. Debbra Puckett (left), a primary
Amy
students
two
primary
ner, principal (right), are shown with
CalEast
former
Fifteen
Mayfield.
Scott
Burkeen and fifth-grader
Herdnon
Jana
performance.
loway students helped produce the
Missy Stubblefield.
played the piano and was assisted by

Students organizations at Calloway County High School work to
items for
collect money, as well as mittens, hats, socks and other
schools.
elementary
County
Calloway
three
the
needy children at
Organizations making contributions included the student council,
clasBeta Club, Juniior Beta Club, the sophomore and freshman
of
rs
Homemake
Future
the
and
club
language
foreign
ses. co-ed V.
America. Pictured (from left) are Jeff McClure, student guidance
helper, Susan Bucy and Joy Waldrop, counselor at Southwest
Elementary.

Calloway County Middle School seventh arade TNT students
recently enjoyed an in-depth discussion on healthy choices based
on nutritional needs with Rebecca Noffsinger, dietician at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. These TNT students have benefitted from a wide range of information offered during their first
topic, self. Pictured (front, from left): Nikki Burks, Andie Murphy, Tanya Bucy, Sara Houston, Dalissa Joseph. Back, from left:
\Brandi Westra, Amanda Winfield, Noffsinger, and Robii (;ibson.
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Kadonna Randolph, a senior at Calloway County High School, has
been selected this week's Student of the Week. Pictured (from left)
are Jerry Ainley, principal of Calloway County High, Randolph
and James Hart of Loretta Jobs Century 21 Realty.

Contract Bridge

An Optical illusion
dummy's fourth spade as a trick.
North dealer.
But West won the spade with the
'Both sides vulnerable.°
ten and played still another trump.
NORTH
As a result, South eventually fin•K 6 4 2
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Tidwell and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Brown, repished down one, losing a spade, two
0IPAKQ
propresentatives of the Veterans of Foreign We% demonstrated
diamonds and a club.
•A Q
er care and use of the flag at North Callow'Elementary recently.
However, declarer could have
4 A 753
made the contract had he not sufThey brought materials for each student and discussed the freeEAST
WEST
fered from a blind spot. All he had to
•J 9
doms we enjoy because of our veterans. Pictured (front, from left) •Q 10 7 5
do after winning the opening trump
V 75
Mr. and Mrs. Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Tidwell; back, from left: V 6 4 2
• K 10 863 lead in dummy was to play the ace of
•.1 9 4
Maquel Dunnaway and Brent Burchett.
diamonds and continue with the
•Q J 86
4 K 10 2
queen!
SOUTH
Had he done this, no defense
•A 8 3
could have stopped him. East would
J 10 98 3
win the queen with the king and
.752
return a trump, but this effort would
+94
prove fruitless. Declarer would win
The bidding
the trump in dummy, cross to his
South West
North East
hand with a spade,ruffa diamond in
Pass
3II
Pass
2 NT
dummy and thus acquire his tenth
4 IP
trick.
Opening lead — two of hearts.
Strangely enough, there is little
Assume you're in four hearts and
West leads a trump. How would you doubt that South would have made
play the hand? The actual declarer the contract had dummy held the Aentered his hand with a spade and x of diamonds instead of the A-Q. In
led a diamond,finessing the queen. that case, he would have played the
Easttook the king-and made the best A-x right away in order to pave the
way for a diamond ruff later on.
return of a trump.
But dummy's A-Q unfortunately
Locked in dummy and unable to
comeback to his hand for a diamond offered a finessing position which
ruff, declarer led the king and an- enticed South away from the winother spade, hoping to find the suit ning line of play, and it cost him his
Students in Wanda Walker's cla.ss at Southwest Elementary are divided 3-3 and thus establish contract.
Tomorrow: Common-sense defense.
pictured wearing shirts they made of the digestive system. The
in
fourth
used
curriculum
healthy
growing
the
of
part
was
project
grade. Pictured (front, from left): Jenny Perlow, Jamie Miller, 'PUBLIC NOTICE
Everett Hart, Joel Smith, David Hounshell, Katie Davis. Kandis
Garland, Adrienne Huffine, Tiffany Wenderother, Amanda Williams and Alison Fotsch. Middle, from left: Term Todd, VaR Wilda
• ••
•
Wright, Jena Thomas and Zach Lovett. Back, from left: Tony
Ryan, Seth Bryant, Patrick Greer, Brad Thurmond, John Cam.
f
field, Charles Scott, Wesley Wisehart, Clint Rear, Abby Jonas and
Jimin Park.

MURRAY
Is A
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North Calloway Elementary students are shown in front of quilt
pieces made by the students who used cloth to design something
that represented their special talents or interests. Pictured are:
(front) Mario Lawrence; (back, from left): Tori O'Bryan, Joseph
Hobbs and Robby Warren.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

Town
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brldes-to-b.,, newrarents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts We'd like to call On you'
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Ingeborg Kin;, 492-8340
Kathryn Outland, 7333079

.•••••
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CALEND

JO'S DATEBOOK

Tuesday, Dec. 1
Kentucky-Barkley Bass
Gals/7 p.m./Public Library.

Tuesday, Dec. 1
Murray Optimist Club/6 10
p.m /Horneplace Restaurant.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

n'

Murray TOPS 134 at 7
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.

The best decorated home and best decorated business in the city
of Hazel for the Christmas season will each be awarded a $50 cash
prize. All homes and businesses withing the city limits of Hazel are
eligible and no •entries are required. Judging will be done on Dec. 21,
22 and 23. This event will be sponsored by the Hazel Woman's Club
and the Hazel City Council.

Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building
Parents Anonymous/6 p m.
Info/753-0082

We are pleased to announce that CasondraCanzLp Thompson, recent
bride of Monty Thompson,
has made her domestic
and household selections
through our bridal registry.
Casondra and Monty
were married November
27, 1992.

Sharing Group meeting Wednesday

Alcoholics Auonymousropen
meeting/8 p.m./Amencan Legion
Hall, South Sixth ands fraple

The Sharing Group of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will
moot Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. at the home of Ronnie and Karon
Guthrie Gary Cooper will load the study on the book of Mark_ All interested
parsons are invited to attend.

First Baptist Church events
include W'MU Mission Program
and Mother's Day Out/9:30 a.m.:
,Lottie Moon/Holiday Inn and
Doeothy Group/home of Chi Chi
Miller/11 a m . Bea Walker
Group/Seven Seasn p.m

Reading Association meeting Thursday
The Murray Chapter of the International Reading Association will moot
Thursday, Dec 3. at 4 p.m. at Robertson Elementary School. 'Literature
Based Christmas Ideas' will be the topic of the program. All members and
those interested are invited to attend.

Hazel Seniors plan sale on Saturday
Hazel Senior Citizens will have a bake sale, along with crafts and antiques, on Saturday, Dec. 5, starting at 9 a.m at the Fire Station at Hazel
The group invites everyone in the area to come and support them in their
efforts Hazel Senior Citizens is part of the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens,
a United Way agency.

First United Methodist Church
events include Mother's Morning
Out and UMW Executive
meeting/9 a.m., UMW
meeting/l0 a.m.. Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.: Adult Disciple
Bible Study/7 p.m.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Garden Department plans luncheon

Melinda Raeann Miller and
Gregory Gene Hill to marry

Tree Lighting Ceremony for
Children's Christmas Tree/4
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Park.
•

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
We are pleased to announce that Lesa Charlene Ray, bride-elect of
Sean Andrew Martin, has
made her domestic and
selections
household
through our bridal registry.
Leta and Sean will be
married December 13,
1992.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Miller,and Hill wedding
vows will be said Dec. 5

Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6 10 p.m /home
of Peggy Billington
Singles Organizational
Society/7 p.m/Chamber of Commerce building Info/Pamela,
753-7638. or Jeanne. 751-0224
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus Hall.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Infor753-0082.
Murray TOPS Club. Kentucky
*34, meets/6 p.m./First Presbytenan Church
Wednesday, Dec. 2
of
Express
Health
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital/Piggly Wiggly at
Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and 12- 30-3
pm

Tim and Linda Cox of Hardin announce the approaching marriage
of their daughter. Melinda Raeann Miller, to Gregory Gene Hill, son
of Frances Hill of Dexter and Gene Hill of Murray
Miss Miller is the daughter of the late Randy Miller. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Irene Henderson of Hardin and the late Joe
Wayne Henderson. Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Miller of Hardin, and the
Rev and Mrs. William Cox of Lynn Grove.
Mr. Hill is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Amos Hill of Murray and
of Mrs. Eva Bell Burkeen of Dexter and the late Leon Burkeen.
The bnde-elect is a 1991 graduate of Marshall County High School
and is employed at TNT, Hardin.
The groom-elect is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed at Murray Drug Company, Murray.
The vows will he exchanged on Saturday. Dec. 5. at 10:30 a.m. at
Hardin Baptist Church. The Rev. William Cox, grandfather of Miss
Miller. will officiate.
No invitations will be sent All relatives and friends are invited to
attend.

Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursday. Dec. 3, at 7 p.m.
in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library All members and interested
persons are urged to attend and to note the change in date for this month.

Special service at hospital Friday
The Hospice and Pastoral Care departments of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will have a special service of memory honoring loved ones, friends
and patients on Friday. Dec 4, at noon in the third floor classroom of the
hospital. The holiday season is an appropriate time to honor those who
have felt caring, loving and sharing provided by the hospital and MCCH
Hospice and Pastoral Care programs.

Doll Club meeting Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 11 a.m. at
the home of Genova Osborne, 711 Usher St., Mayfield. This will be the
Christmas party and each one is asked to bring a doll for a needy child and
a gift to exchange. This will be a potluck meal and each one should bring a
dish of food All members and interested persons are invited to attend,
according to Aggie Lee Paschall. club member.

Band Boosters will meet today
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet today (Tuesday) at 530 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade All members and parents are urged to attend, according to
Dudley Burton, president of the boosters.

An Evening In December' will be presented by Praise on Thursday, Dec.
3, and Saturday, Dec 5, at 630 p m at First Baptist Church. Tickets at $7
for adults and $5 for children, 12 and under, are now available from any
metnber of the university ensemble, Praise, or at the church office,
753-1854. Tickets must be purchased in advance. The proceeds from this
event will go towards the funding of the spring mission tour of Praise to Colorado, according to Steve Littlefield, minister of music.

Senior Golf Group/9 a m /Miller
Memorial Golf Course
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
and Story
Twos/9:30 a m
Hour/10- 30 a.m.

Genealogical "Society meeting Friday

Weaks Center/open 9 a m -4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities Story telling ume/10 a.m.

Calloway County Genealogical Society will have a dinner meeting on Friday, Dec. 4, at 6:15 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Lowell Palmer will present a
program on 'Christmases of the Past. All members are urged to attend and
visitors we welcome to attend the meeting on Friday.

Oaks Country Club Ladies'
Bridge with Shirley Wade.
hostess/9-30 a.m.

Christmas Countdown will start
Calloway County Elementary Schools will be starting an afterschool
Christmas Countdown next week for elementary and pre-school children
and parents. The holiday-enhancing programs are designed to apply math
skills through a pretend Shopping Spree, Gifts for Giving, arid Christmas
Cookies. For more information phone the Family Resource Center at
753-3070 or one of the Parent Resource Centers: North, 753-7059, Southwest, 753-7121, or East, 753-5639.

Bereavement Support
Group/9:30 a.m./Hospice Office,
third floor, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital In1o/762-1389.

(94ed on page 7)

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAIST
Vinyl and Aluminum sicing
Reotacament Windows-Pao° Doors
C-arports.Patio E nclosures
'WoNenne
Conon Teed
'Reynolds
'Alcoa
'Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh Owner
P0 Box 1064 Murray KY 42071
(502)753-0280

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Iiabucati vmph,anti (Orcilestra
GALA CHRISIMAS CONCERTS
(Sold Out)

Humane Society will meet Thursday

Praise will present performances

Board of Calloway County Publ.
1‘. Lihrary/4:30 p.m.

We are pleased to announce that Julie Bowen,
bride-elect of Johnny
White, has made her
domestic and household
selections through our
bridal registry.
Julie and Johnny will
be married December 18,
1992.

Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a salad luncheon
and 'Chinese Auction' on Thursday, Dec. 2, at noon at the club house. Each
one should bring a wrapped gift of value of $3 to $5. Hostesses will be Janet
Wallis, chairman, Gene Wrather, Robbie Uddberg, Hontas Houston, Janis
Shultz, Rosanna Miller and Annie Harrison.

BAZAAR PLANNED — Rita Kurz and Terry Burke are holding a
painting, among other gifts, which still be raffled off at the annual
Christmas Bazaar and Bake Sale on Saturday. Dec. 6, from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic Church. The
_4,04:event is being sponsored by the Ladies Guild of the church. Homemade breads and pasta will be featured. Chili will be served from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

Calloway Retired Teachers will
meet for luncheon at Seven Seas
The Calloway County Retired
Teachers' Association will meet
Monday. Dec. 7. for its annual
Christmas Program. The retired
educators will have lunch at noon
at Seven Seas Restaurant.
A special vocal trio consisting
of Kay Ray, Pat Sanders and
Joanne Cavitt will present some
special music in addition to group
singing, directed by Margery
Shown.
CCRTA -President Vanda Gib-

son urges all members and other
retired educational personnel of
Calloway. Murray, and Murray
State systems to attend.
"The local retired education
group has over 200 members and
always welcomes other retirees
into the CCRTA to give better
representation of retirees in matters of retirement, health insurance and pensions," explains
Gibson

Saturday, Dec. 12 (Sold Ctut)
and

NEXT WEEK!

Sunday, Dec. 13, 3:00 P.M.
Performing favorite carols & seasonal tunes, including
"l'll be home for Christmas, "J?sus Child," "0 Holy
Night, "Halleluiah Chorus" and many morel

Make Reservations Now!
Call 444-0065
Adult $8 50/$9 50 Child $6 50 S7 50

Home For
The Holidays
off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations

CaD

759-1752

Dec. 4-7

4

and Dec. 10-13,
Fri., S.& Mon.
$ p.m.

dun. at 2 p.m.

Overeaters will meet Dec. 2
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will have a re-organizational
meeting on Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 5:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center,'
630 Ellis Dr This is open to all interested persons. Overeaters Anonymous
is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of life who meet in order to
help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no
fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets. All interested persons are urged to attend
if you wish to continue OA in the Murray area. For information call
436-2429.

Cordelia Erwin Circle will meet
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
will moot Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 6 p.m for its annual Christmas dinner at
Sirloin Stockade. Katherine Rickman will act as hostess and Lurline Coopet
will present the program.

Aerobics Classes scheduled
New aerobics classes are being scheduled by Murray Family YMCA
These will be from noon to 1 p.m on Monday. Wednesday and Friday, and
at 5'30 p m. on Tuesday. Thursday and Fnday; Persons interested in the
classes may call the YMCA at 759-9622 or registered at the office on the
lower floor of the Weaks Community Cantor, according to Francis Ray,
YMCA director

Rape Seminar on Thursday
In an attempt to batter inform the campus community, particularly students, about acquaintance rape, Murray State University's Woman's Canter
will sponsor a lunch time seminar on the topic. Dr. Rose Bogal-Allbrittion will
lead the discussion which will take place from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. on Thursday, Dec 3. This will be the last in a series of lunchbag seminars offered
this 1OM411110C by the Women's Cantor. For additional information call Kim
Barrett at 762-6851 or 762-3016.

Christrnas Flouse on Saturday
The Christmas House will be Saturday. Dec. 5, frornj to 5 p.m in the
Annex of Calloway County Public Library This will include puppets, cookie
decorating, music, fun and garnas for all children between the ages of 3 to
10. Admission is frost Tha event is biting sponsored by the Sigma DepartWoman's Club.
ment of th• Murr

To report local news. call 753-1916

•
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SERVICE NOTES

Turner honored by state nurses
Mrs. Nadine Turner, former
director of nursing at Murray Calloway County Hospital, was
honored at the annual meeting of
the Kentucky Nurses Association
held in October at Loeisville.
The assembly passed resolutions in "appreciation of her 50
years of dedicated service to the
excellence of patient care and
promoting the goals of the

profession."
The honor awarded her life
membership in the American and
Kentucky Nurses Associations,
and gratefully acknowledged the
contributions she made in the
profession.
A plaque will be displayed in
the headquarters building.
District 13 forwarded the resolutions to the convention.

A))

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)

NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
JASON W. BURNETT, son of
Van E. and Karen J. Burnett of
Rt. 6, Mayfield, recently completed basic training at Recruit
Training Command, Great Lakes,

Wednesday, Dec. 2
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meeting and Young Peoples'
Class/6:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include fellowship meal/6 p.m.;
prayer service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/I0 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Church
Conference/6:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/1:30 p.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion, CollegeCareer Bible Study, Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Sunday School
Seminar/8 p.m.

During the cylc, Burnett was
taught general military subjects
designed to prepare him for further academic and on-the-jo training on one of the Navy's 85
occupational fields.
His studies included seamanship, close-order drill, naval history and first aid. He is a 1991
graduate of Graves County High
School.

First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Family Supper/5:30 p.m.;
SS Preview Bible Study/6 p.m.;
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs and Klaymata/6:30
p.m.; Prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choirf1:45 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Bible Study/10 a.m.

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre School/9
a.m.-noon; Arts, Recreation, for
Kids/5 p.m.; Choir Practice/6:30
p.m.

Sandra Perlow, Chicago, discuss works/7 p.m./MSU-Eagle
GalJery of Doyle Fine ArteCenter, Murray State. Admission
free.

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Baccalaureate exhibition by
Christopher Wilkey/on display in
upper level MSU-Eagle Gallery
of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State. Admission free.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include "A Christmas Medley''/2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1-924-5602.
First Christian Church events
include Worship at LTC Unit of
local hospital/I0:30 a.m.;
Evangelism Committee/noon;
Christian Family Fellowship/5:45
p.m.; Chancel Choirr/ p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Brad Schroader

Baccalaureate exhibition by
Mary Baxter/on display in Curris
Center gallery, Murray State.
Admission free.
Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

at
LUNCHEON SOLOIST — Margery Shown, right, was soloist
s
Women'
an
Christi
of
on
Lunche
Auction
and
the Country Fair
by
Club of Murray on Tuesday, Nov. 17. She was accompanied
Allene Knight, left, They were intoduced by Pat Wood. Lynn
by
Reece of Louisville was featured speaker and was introduced
the
Melva Cooper, chairman. Vickie Travis was auctioneer for
9:30
annual auction. A prayer coffee will be Tuesday, Dec. 8, at
ight
Candlel
a
have
will
club
The
.
Cooper
Mrs.
a.m. at the home of
p.m.
Christmas Luncheon on Tuesday, Dec. 15, from 12 noon to 2
at Seven Seas Restaurant. The cost of the luncheon will be $4.75
per person. Reservations should be made by Sunday evening, Dec.
13, by calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or Marilyn Pritchard,
753-9930. Cancellations should be made by calling Sherry
Edwards, 753-8034.

Newborns, dismissals released
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Nov. 30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Huff baby girl, parents, Rebecca
and Michael, Rt 1, Box 174, Murray,

Forth baby girl, parenmts. Cynthia
and Tim, 1800 Westwood, Murray.
Dismissals
George Gal, Rt 1, Box 136, Slaughters, Milford Mathes, P.O. Box 201,
Hazel.
Mrs Anna Pierce, Rt. 10, Box 605,
Benton, Miss Kelly Leanne Luther, Rt.
3. Box 211M, Murray.

Nicolas Keelan Fazi born Nov. 26
and

Nicolas Keelan Fazi was born
on Thursday, Nov. 26, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
weighed eight pounds five ounces
and measured 21 inches. Parents
are Christopher and Kristina
(Huie) Fazi of Farmington.

parents.
She wore a formal gown of white satin and imported handclipped
lace designs. The basque bodice featured a modified Sabrina neckline
and a sheer yoke accented with pearled lattice embroidery. The bishop
in
sleeves also featured sheer inserts of pearled lattice trim and ended
points over the wrists.
with
The full skirt and attached chapel-length train were enhanced
designs
l
identica
by
d
accente
and
s
applique
lace
pearled
and
d
sequine
d
of sheer sequined lattice inserts. A wide scalloped border of importe
.
hemline
lace encircled the
The bride chose a bandeau headpiece of pearl and sequin sprays.
d silk
Attahced to her headpiece was a triple-tiered veil of scallope
pearls.
seed
tiny
with
adorned
illusion delicately
She carried a full bouquet of white silk roses with a touch of peach
made
rose buds and sprays of pearls. The bouquet was designed and
by the bride.
Mrs. Lea Walker was matron of honor. Miss Rhonda Keel, sister of
Berry.
the bride, was bridesmaid. The flower girl was Brittany
green
mint
and
white
peach,
floral
th
tea-leng
l
They wore identica
dresses. The flower girl was dressed in a white lace dress accented
with peach bows.
Mrs. Walker and Miss Keel carried bouquets of peach and white
basket
silk roses with sprays of pearls. The flower girl carried a white
All of
petals.
rose
with
filled
accented with pearls and peach ribbon
bride.
the
by
made
and
d
designe
were
basket
the bouquets and the
g tie
matchin
with
tuxedo
tailed
gray
charcoal
a
wore
groom
The
ere.
boutonni
flower
silk
and cummerbund. He had a peach
man
Mickey Brown of Cookeville, Tenn., was best man. Grooms
was Darrin West of Savannah, Ga. The ring bearer was Casey Darnell.
FenUshers were Paul McCoy, cousin of the bride, and Ray Lynn
groom.
the
of
nell, cousin
The best man, groomsman and ushers wore charcoal gray tailed tuxedoes with peach ties and cummerbunds. The ring bearer wore a charcoal gray tailed tuxedo with a gray tied and cummerbund to match the
groom's attire. Fathers of the couple wore matching short-coat tuxedoes with gray ties and cummerbunds.
The men attendants had boutonnieres of peach silk flowers. The
ring bearer carried a white satin heart-shaped pillow accented with
sequins, pearls and imported lace.
Miss Angela Morrison was the guest register attendant.
A reception followed the ceremony in the basement of the church.
A three-layered wedding cakt, was decorated with peach sweet peas
and roses with silver leaves. Pearls surrounded each layer of the cake.
Between the columns were cascades of sweet peas and pearls. The
cake was topped with double hearts and kissing swans made of blown
glass. Surrounding the hearts and swans were delicate flowers with
pearl drops, lace, and a sheer yoke.
Nuts, mints and peach punch were served along with the cake.
Silver appointments were usewd.
Serving the guests were Wanda Downing and Sue McCoy, aunts of
the bride, and Brenda Duncan and Linda Fennell, aunts of the groom.
The centerpiece for the bridal couple's gift table was a delicate
assorted arrangement/of peach and white silk flowers and baby's
breath, designed and made by Mrs. Vicky Linzy.
Directing the wedding and the reception were Mrs. Vicky Geurin
and Mrs. JoAnn Burkeen.
After a wedding trip to St. Louis, Mo., the new Mr. and Mrs.
Schroader are residing on Rt. 2, Murray.

Grandparents are Frank
Paticia Fazi of 1609 Kirkwood
Dr., Murray, and Charles and
Sonya Huie of Farmington. A
great-grandmother is Mrs. Modelle Bazzell of 312 Irvan St.,
Murray.
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AIRMAN RYAN A. CARRICO has graduated from Air Force
basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
During the six weeks of training the airman studied Air Force
mission, organization and customs and received special training in human relations..
In addition, Carrico earned credits toward an associate degree
through the Community College
of the Air Force.
A 1992 graduate of Graves
County High School, he is the
son of Susan M. Chapman and
stepson of Ronnie R. Chapman of
Mayfield, and the grandson of
Will E. and Rose Carrico of Fancy Farm.
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WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
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We are pleased to announce that Brittney
Stuart, bride-elect of
Matthew Falwell, has
made her domestic and
selections
household
through our bridal registry.
Brittney and Matthew's
reception will be January
3, 1993.
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We are pleased to announce that Marilyn
McCallon , bride-elect of
Cliff Downey, has made
her domestic and household selections through
our bridal registry.
Marilyn and Cliff will
be married December 19,
1992.

We are pleased to announce that Michele Dever, bride-elect of Ed
Crutchfield, has made her
domestic and household
selections through our
bridal registry.
Michele and Ed will be
married December 29,
1992.

Keel and Schroader vows
are solemnized at church
Miss Elaine Keel, daughter•of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Keel, and
Brad Schroader, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Schroader, all of Murray,
were married Sunday, Sept. 27, at 3 p.m. at Independence United
Methodist Church, Almo.
The candlelight ceremony was officiated by the Rev. Elijah Balentine. Mrs. Oneida White was musician and soloist.
The vows were exchanged before the altar decorated with an arch
was
using ivy greenery and peach and white silk rose buds. The arch
lighted
were
which
ra
candelab
centered between two inverted pyramid
by the ushers.
The bride was escorted by her father and given in marriage by her
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SPORTS
Injured bicep
forces Elway's
second absence
SEATTLE (AP) — John
Elway was made inacuve by
Denver coach Dan Reeves on
Monday night because of an
ailing right shoulder.
E.Iway was listed as doubtful
for the game between the
Broncos and the Seattle Seahawks. He missed last week's
game game against the Raiders
in Los Angeles
Reeves waited until the
Broncos' pregame warrnups to
make his final decision about
Elway's status. Elway rested
his right arm during the week
but he still doesn't have any
zip on his passes.
It's the first time in Elway's
career that he has missed consecutive starts. He has missed
only six starts and five games
since completing his rookie
season in 1983.
Elway has an inflamed right
biceps muscle from a run m a
victory over the New York
Giants in Denver on Nov. 15.

Close call costs
Philly important
victory against 49ers
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Soort• Wr4st

PHILADELPHIA — The
edge had not worn off coach
Rich Koute's anger on Monday
KNIte watched his Philadelphia Eagles lose to San Francisco 20-14 on Sunday after the
offh-ials ruled the team had failed to make first down at the
4vers' 10 on a pass from Randall Cunningham to Calvin Wilhams with 36 seconds kit.
"I looked at the TV version
of IL which was more explicit,
and :here is no question about it
— we made the first down.•'
Kook said Monday. "It was
just behind the line by uh, how
much who knows"
Koote said they officials
were behind Williams when he
made the catch.
"Everyone is lagging behind
and no one had an angle on it
and the ball was brought back
when they finally spotted IL"
he said. "That's what happened That's the fact. The
whole nation saw it. ..
'I just think the officials
were not hustling up the field to
he in position to make the
aIl

SEATTLE — If the Denver Broncos wind up missing
the playoffs, they'll remember the game that got away.
The Seattle Seatuiwks, a team that is going nowhere,
came back to score an improbable 16-13 overtime victory
over the Broncos Monday night.
"This game was an example that if you give any team,
even a 1 -and-10 team, too many opportunities, they're
.going to hurt you," the Broncos' Simon Fletcher said.
"We have a shot at the playoffs, but we have a tough
road ahead of us with two tough road games." Denver's
John Elway said. "And we haven't played well on the

INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.

753,4703
nviiss,r
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Racers face
Campbellsville
in home opener

Calloway County head coach
Peter O'Rourke got everything
out of a season opener a coach
could want — for about 10
minutes.
Carlisle County was scrappy
on defense and quick on offense.
but that was short-lived as the
Lady Lakers reeled off a 14-2 run
early in the second period to
squash the Lady Comets 66-37
Monday night at Calloway's Jeffrey Gymnasium.
"Any -win is a good win, but
I'd like to have been pushed
harder," said O'Rourke, in his
third season. "It was a pretty
good first quarter, but the second
was all downhill."
Valerie Shelton, who scored 24
points to lead all scorers, nailed
two three-pointers and one jumper in a minute and a half late in
the second to give the Lady Lakers their biggest lead of the half
19-16
In addition to shooting
9-for-16 in the second period,
Calloway's pressure defense
forced Carlisle (2-2) into numerous turnovers. Using a quicker
three-guard offense, Calloway
was able to run its fastbre,ak to
near- perfection.
-The fun pan of basketball, in
my opinion, is the fastbreak,"
said Shelton, who passed out
three assists and garnered three
steals. "We've worked on a new
fastbreak and it worked. The
three-guard front helped to,
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bringing Farrah (Beach)."
Beach, a sophomore guard.
ignited the Lady Lakers off the
bench with 10 points and three
steals. Her steal-and-layup and
short jumper capped Calloway's
14-2 run.
"Farrah sparked us," O'Rourke
said of the quick guard. "She
adds that next dimension on
defense with her quickness and
pressure."
Beach scored six points in the
Lady Lakers' 24-point second
period. Both O'Rourke and
Beach credit her point output to
improved shooting.
"I've worked on that over the
summer," Beach said of her
shooting. "I knew if I wanted to
play I'd have to work on it.
Coach has been telling me to
shoot more."
Calloway used a trapping press
and a half-court zone defense to
pressure and confuse the Lady
Comets, who shot only 22 percent (13-for-57) from the field.
"I'm truly surprised at the way
we played ,,as far as defensively
the first night out," O'Rourke
explained. "We did seem to rattle
II TURN TO PAGE 9

STEVE PARKERLooge, & T,rros proto

Calloway County's Mitzi Rickman, left, and Kadonna Randolph
battle for a rebound in the first half of the Lady Lakers' win over
Carlisle.

Cedric Gumm is the only starter from last year to make Scott
Edgar's tentative lineup for
tonight's home opener against
Campbellsville.
Gumm, a 6-1 junior point
guard, is likely to join 6-3 freshman Marcus Brown in the Racer
backcourt for the 7:30 game in
Racer Arena.
Up front, the Racers will go
with juniors Lawrence Bussell
(6-4) and Michael James (6-8) at
the forward positions and 6-10
junior Antoine Teague in the
middle.
Seniors Frank Allen and Maurice Cannon, each starters a year
ago and in the Racers' opener at
Indiana, will come off the bench.
Allen has been nursing an injured
back since the Indiana g me and
Also,
has missed practice ti
enneth
freshman point guard
Taylor is questionable for the
contest with a groin injury.
"We're not as healthy as I'd
like, but I think we'll play well,"
the Racer coach said. "I want to
get some quality minutes out of
several players and a win."
Murray, 0-1, is coming off a
12-day layoff after a 103-80 loss
at Indiana. Campbellsville, an
NA1A school, is 3-2 with the last
win, a 119-70 decision, coming
against Asbury.
"As anxious as I was for us to
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Arkansas takes Ford Racers compete at volleyball invitational
as coach over Kines
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (API
— More than two months ago,
Arkansas's then-interim head
football coach Joe Kines picked
up the phone and called Danny
Ford.
Help!
Ford asked why he should pick
up and leave his family and business interests in South Carolina
to become a consulting assistant
coach under his old friend.
Kines told him: "These young
people are worth saving and this
program is worth saving."
That statement stuck with
Ford, and now he's the man in
charge of Arkansas' football
future, vaulting over Kines. The
official announcement came
Monday, two days after the selec-

VEIC

'Two heats - 1000 wattsi3414 BTUs, 1500
watts/5120 BTUs
'Heater/tan combination for year round use
'Automatic thermostat control
'Safety PTC ceramic overheat automate
shut-off with manual rest

Cammins, a neurosurgeon, said
Monday during a news conference on Byrd's condition at
Lenox Hill Hospital.
The 6-foot-5, 266-pound Byrd
fractured his C-5 vertebra Sunday
in a violent head-first collision
with teammate Scott Mersereau.
His legs and lower arms remain
paralyzed, and officially his prognosis is unknown.
"There's no way at this point
to predict his degree of recov-

cry," team physician Elliot
Hershman said. "It can change
day to day."
But Hershman and a team of
neurosurgeons and other spinal
experts at the hospital did point
to some developments that suggest the 26-year-old may recover.
For one, Byrd has some feeling
in his legs, and has demonstrated
slight movement in his toes and
II TURN TO PAGE 9
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assured of playing four mathches ence Tournament on Nov. 22.
The post-season competition
on Friday and Saturday. The pool
winners then play Sunday morn- will be the second for the Racers.
ing for the right to advance to They paticipated in the 1989
Sunday afternoon's title match. Women's Invitational Volleyball
The Racers will play two Championships at Birmingham.
matches Friday, Southwest MisOther teams in the NIVC field
souri at 9 a.m. and George include Alabama-Birmingham,
Washington at 2 p.m. On Satur- Bowling Green, Cornell, Deladay, the Racers are paired against ware, Fresno State, Iowa State,
Loyola Marymount at 9 a.m. and Loyola (01.), Maryland, MinnesoNorthern Illinois at 1:30 p.m.
ta, Montana, Sacramento State,
MSU carries a 22-9 record into
ton,
the tournament. They finished out Texa A&M, Texas-Arling
on
and
Washingt
Tech
Virginia
the regular season with a victory
State.
against Austin Pcay 15-13, 13-15,
The University of Kentucky
15-11, 15-12 in the championship
match of the Ohio Valley Confer- won last year's NIVC.

Dennis Byrd could walk again
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SKUI 4002091

Inc.

Murray Lodger & Times
uon committee told Kines the
coach
a
hire
to
going
school was
Murray State University's
with a proven track record:
Racer Volleyball team has been
Kines, who arrived at Arkansas
invited to participate in the
as defensive coordinator in 1991,
National Invitational Volleyball
was promoted to interim head
Championships Dec. 4 through
coach when Jack Crowe was fired
Dcc. 6 at Municipal Auditorium
after a season-opening loss to
in Kansas City, Mo.
The Citadel. He called in Ford
Bids were extended Sunday for
after the Razorbacks looked
the 20-team tournament, which
awful in a 22-6 loss to Memphis
provides post-season opportuniState on Sept. 26.
ties for schools that did not qualFord amved two days later and
ify for the 32-team NCAA
said his goal was to help Kines. 'Championships.
get the head coaching job. On
The tourney is divided into
Monday, he said the selection
five-team pools with each school
committee wanted to meet with
him last week but that he said no
because there was still a game to
play and because Kines was still
under consideration.
On Friday, Arkansas finished
its season by crushing Louisiana
State 30-6.
Ford said his first interview
By TOM HAYS
with the committee was Saturday.
AP Sports Writ*/
Al Witte, the committee chairwere
man, said Kines and Ford
NEW YORK - There is hope
the only ones interviewed.
for Dennis Byrd.
Ford led Clemson to a national
The day after the New York
championship in 1981 and left in Jets defensive lineman was carJanuary 1990 after a dispute with ried off the field with a broken
school officials. Ford has not neck, his doctors would not rule
been a head coach since Clemson out the possibility that he may
bought out his contract in a set- walk again.
tlement worth about SI million
"We're looking at this with
guarded optimism," Dr. Martin
111 TURN TO PAGE 9
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they thought they'd have him back for the Seattle game.
Reeves decided to sit Elway out during the pregame
wannup because Elway's right shoulder was still too sore.
Elway was injured against the New York Giants on Nov.
15
"I didn't realize it would take my shoulder so long to
come around," Elway said. "Getting my flexibility back is
the real key."
Kasay was able to redeem himself after missing a
33-yard field goal try 4:47 into overtime.
"When you miss one like I did the first time, you just
put it out of your mind," Kasay said after Seattle (2-10)

LADY LAKERS 66, Carlisle Co. 37

By STEVE PARKER
&Surrey Lodger A Times Stoats Editor

MSC SS

4.10Cf.

road."
Elway, his team's spiritual and offensive leader,
watched helplessly from the sideline as John Kasay kicked
a 32-yard field goal with 3:56 left in overtime for just the
second Seattle victory of the season.
"I'm not concerned about the playoffs," Denver coach
Dan Reeves said. "But we have three losses in our division and we've got a tough road ahead of us."
By losing for the second straight game with rookie Tommy Maddox at quarterback in place of the ailing Elway,
the Broncos (7-5) lost a chance to remain tied with Kansas
City (8-4) for the AFC West lead.
Denver is at home next Sunday against Dallas (10-2),
and the Broncos hope to have Elway back by then., But

Lady Laker pressure
too much for Comets

AP Stoll Writes

FARM
BUREAU

s4.4

AP Sports Wrier

By HARRY KING

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
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Reactions

Actions

SEATTLE (AP) — Washington linebacker Danianke Smith pleaded
innocent to drug charges and was roleasad from King County jail on
$150,000 bail. Smith, 22, is charged with four counts of selling cocaine
and one count of selling marijuana. Four others wrested last Tuesday also
pleaded innocent in a King County Superior Court appearance. They
remain in custody.
NEW YORK (AP) — ABC Sports completed a deal that will keep the Big
Ten and Pacific-10 conferences, as well as the Rose Bowl, on the network
regular -season
into the next century. The deal sews up the conferences'
games through the year 2000 and the Rose Bowl through 2001.

BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball's executive council meets today to take
for her
up the case of Cincinnati Reds owner Marge Schott. Amid callsher
by a
to
attributed
remarks
racist
made
she
that
denied
ouster. Schott
and sevformer baseball employee. As the rhetoric escalated, Hank Aaron baseball.
eral civil rights leaders said Schott should be kicked out of
CINCINNATI (AP) —John Smiley became the first premier free agent to
sign this offseason, agreeing to an $18.4 million, four-year contract with
the Cincinnati Reds.
The 27-year-old left-hander returns to the National League after a seatraded
son with the 1.1jmesota Twins, for whom he went 16-9. Pittsburgh
him to Minneson March 17 after he agreed to a $3.44 million one-year
deal.

Meanwhile, it can't get much
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.
(AP) — Purdue coach Gene closer at the top of the poll.
Keady has no illusions about his
Michigan remained No. 1, as it
Boilermakers breaking into The had been in the preseason and
Associated Press Top 25 poll for first regular-season poll. But the
the first time since 1989-90.
Wolverines' lead is a mere two
"It means your program gets points over Big Ten rival Indiana,
notoriety, but it's a situation
which jumped from fourth to secwhere now you've got to protect ond after winning the preseason
it," he said of his team's No. 23 NIT.
ranking Monday. "It's easier getting there than staying there."
The Hoosiers have just a oneThe ranking is Purdue's first point lead over Kansas, which is
since the Boilermakers closed the 19 points ahead of Duke.
1989-90 season with a nine-week
Kentucky and Scton Hall, the
run during which they reached
NIT
runner-up, held fifth and
No. 8. Purdue beat Connecticut
73-69 in the Tipoff Classic on sixth place, while North Carolina,
Saturday as heralded sophomore Memphis State, Arizona and
Glenn Robinson made his debut Iowa each moved up one spot to
with 30 points and nine rebounds. round out the Top Ten.

After a timeout, Kasay leftfooted the ball through the
uprights.
"I was loose and ready for that
last one," Kasay said. "It's my
job to overcome the pressure of
the situation. I really don't know
what happened on that first one.
But things like that happen in this
business."

during the following five years.
Ford said he eventually called his
attorney and they discussed the
benefits of coming to Fayetteville
in September.
First, Ford was told, the job
could provide an opening to get
back into football. Second, he
could find out if he wanted to get
back in football.
t-ord said he had hired Kines
as defensive coordinator, but that
'had nothing to do with his own
hiring.
"Call him co-head coach or
whatever, because he's going to
run the defense and be in charge
of that side of the football," Ford
said. "Thank goodness Joe is a
bigger man than most people I
know."

David King
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Lady Laker senior Antonia Dunn, 31, reaches up to snare a
rebound in the second half of Monday night's 66-37 win.
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•Byrd could walk...
FROM PAGE 8
fingers, the doctors said. Also, a
'battery of tests showed that while
there is some bone and spinal
cord damage, there is no constant
pressure on the cord — another
positive sign.
Byrd also is benefiting from
recent advancements in the treatment of spinal injuries — including special steroids that help
reduce swelling in the spine.
Byrd was injected with "massive
doses" of the drug shortly after
the injury, Hershman said.
The doctors have fitted Byrd
with a "halo vest," consisting of
a metal band that attaches to the
nead and is steadied by four metal rods projecting from a plastic
vest. The vest is keeping Byrd's
spinal column stable.
Dr. Patrick O'Leary, an

'Your more than
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in overtime by hooking the ball
wide to the right, but got a second chance after Gelbaugh drove
the Seahawks from the Denver 38
to the 14, helped by a pair of
penalties against the Broncos,
including an illegal contact call
that negated an interception.

FROM PAGE 8

OPEN 24 HOURS

orthopedic surgeon who is heading the team of physicians treating Byrd, tentatively plans to
operate on his neck on Wednesday. He said he will use metal
plates and bone grafts to stabilize
the vertebra.
Hershman said doctors should
know more about Byrd's prognosis one to two wecks after the
surgery. That's when a lengthy
rehabilitation will begin.
While refusing to make any
predictions, the doctors said they
had seen patients with similar
injuries walk again.
All agreed that perhaps Byrd's
best ally is his attitude.
"He has a wonderful spirit,"
O'Leary said.
Byrd's wife was by his side
Monday and his parents were on
the way, Hershman said. Jets

coaches and players also are
making steady visits.
"We went up there and saw
that he still has that competitive
smile on his face," head coach
Bruce Coslet said after sitting in
on the news conference. "He
lifted our spirits."
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FROM PAGE 8
practice after Indiana, I'm now
ready for us to play again," said
Edgar. "I've seen a lot of
improvement in my team since
the Indiana game and I'm ready
to see if that carries over from
practice.
"I have a lot of respect for

Campbellsville and know they're
dangerous," the coach added. "1
expect them to be fired up."
Campbellsville is led by former Calloway County High
School standout Bcnji Kelly. Kelly, a 6-5 junior forward, leads the
team in scoring (23 ppg) and
rebounding (8.2 rpg.).
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1304B Chestnut (Next to Papa Johns)
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

1,

.faiy

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • Lir:.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Seahawks surprise...

•Arkansas...

..• • . e , •
• r'-iipwrsit ••••13' •
.1.1i

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Shaankanto

"She's a senior so this is her
year," O'Rourke said of the 5-6
guard. "She's going to be a leader on this team. She's a quiet
leader, but she gets the job
done."
Calloway led 15-8 at the end
of the first quarter before outscoring Carlisle 24-10 in the second to take a 39-18 halftime lead.
O'Rourke substituted freely in
the second half, using his entire
bench.
"I thought we did things as
well as we could for this time of
year," the coach said, pointing
out his team's 13-of-16 mark at
the free throw line.
Calloway's next game will be
considerably harder, as they
travel to Marshall County for a
key Fourth District game. Calloway will play Marshall in a boys/
girls doubleheader next Tuesday.

FROM PAGE 8
broke an eight-game losing
streak. "When I went out there
the second time, I said a quick
prayer and asked the Lord for
some help. I got some help from
my teammates, too."
The fact that Kasay got the
(.hance to kick with the game on
the line was remarkable enough.
Seattle trailed 10-0 after the
first quarter and 13-3 well into
the final quarter, but tied it after
Kasay kicked a 33-yard field goal
with 5:20 left and Stan Gelbaugh
hit Brian Blades on the final play
of regulation. Kasay's extra-point
kick sent the game into overtime.
Kasay missed his first attempt

/., , . ,
,t • „
Al.

• .;/4

AlY

II Lady Laker pressure...
FROM PAGE 8
them a little bit."
Calloway (1-0) enjoyed a rare
size advantage over Carlisle,
which allowed inside players
Molly Wisehart, Leah Darnell
and Antonia Dunn to combine for
18 points in limited action.
"If we can do this every night
we'll be competitive in every
game," O'Rourke said of the
balanced scoring.
Darnell, shooting 5-for-9 from
the floor, scored 10 points, while
Dunn was 3-for-5 with 6 points.
"For me, I took advantage of
my size," said Dunn, a 5-11
senior center. "It's good to get a
little team every now and then."
Carlisle managed to stay even
with the Lady Lakcrs on the
hoards, 31-31.
Susan Bucy, starting her first
game ever, scored seven points.

P iav.
:

SCorEBQAiw

Purdue moves into Top 25
along with regular residents

FOOTBALL
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Racers vs. Campbellsville College
Tuesday, December 1
7:30 p.m., Racer Arena
Call 762-4895 for ticket information.

Enter FOOTBALL
CONTEST
Our

The '93's
Are In .:-•-Stop By Today for a
Test Drive!
8 New England

will have the opposing teams
To enter you must look at each advertisement on this page. Each ad
on your official entry form
listed, choose the winner and fill it in next to the corresponding number
and will be announced on next
below. The person with the most correct picks will be the winner of $25
guesses the total game scores or is
week's page. In case of a tie, winner will be decided by the one who
limited to one entry per person.
closest to it. The tic breaker is listed on the entry form. Contest is
& Times are ineligible.
Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
5O2-'S.3-573

Your Complete
Golf Shop
Ec.. pment
Repair Se%,ce
Witt21/00a
(

qot

do

fir
753-2282
9_
132 N 15th St.
2. Buffalo vs. N.Y. Jets

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

k4\
Cunningham
-ti
Auto ido
.48
41
:
Re'air
619 S. 4th St. •

9. N.Y.

Giants vs.

T
2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti

1

Washington

8699

11. Pittsburgh vs. Seattle
i

The best pizza in town. .geoftit i-

dVir.

attr6

ffiFAfILT.t.T

._

,r4tootau'ext.4 nave,-

0 1992 Sonic Indcistnes Inc

217

S. 12th Street
759-9885

1. New Orleans

vs. Atlanta

.
•

.. ,
,...

,...,.... 4-4
„. . .
,

_
_.
..
IT
\*........„4 i

LAST WEEK'S WINNER
Annie Wyatt

753-68i 1

Only

Only $ 99

—

14
Atlanta
32
(Thursday) — New Oriesris
that its offense
strong
so
is
defense
Orleans'
New
10-7
ikons
F
tie
In &battle of defenses and special warns in September,tie Saints beat
hasn't had to score a lot of points to Win
2C
N Y Jets
30
(Sunday) ..Buttalo
a &emetic last-ditch drive for tie
on
Buffalo
led
Jim
Kelly
when
24-20.
ago.
weeks
six
Bills
The Jets lost a close Monday-righter to the
'I
wring TO The Bills have won 10 straight over N
19
Cincinnati
27
**Cleveland
the
Cincinnati,
against
seven
last
their
of
six
lost
Having
30-10
lost
game and
In thee first meeting Last month, Cleveland never got into the
Browns had better decode that enough is enough
21
24
••Den ver
Dallas
Broncos have played
arid
Cowboys
The
side
AFC
the
on
Least
at
shot
long
very
a
one's
As tar as Sucer Bowl previews are concerned. this
twice since 1980 and Denver has won both limes
22
Detroit
26
.
—Green Bay
27-13 in November Detroit Is playing for pride, not wanting to
Dons
the
beat
Packers
tie
team.
real
a
like
game
one
for
Looking at least
finish at the bottom of the NFC Central
27
—LA. Raiders
28
Kansas City
winning 27and
fines
defensive
and
offensive
the
both
dominating
,
September
The Chats reduced the Raders to 0-4 on a Monday night in
7 K C should make it seven in a row against LA
16
**Tampa Bay
21
LA Rams
With both learns struggling, its hard tc
1990
in
35-14
recently
most
.
Bucaneers
tie
born
Magni
five
Since 1964 the Rams have won
believe that they once (in 1979) played for tie NFC title
24
Indianapolis
27
**New England
Patriots' first
the
being
of
honor
dubious
tie
had
Colts
the
goal.
field
Three weeks ago in an overtime thriller ended by a Charlie Baumann
victims of 1992 37-34 N E it. looks stronger
28
Washington
29
—14 Y Giants
else as the Giants shocked
somebody
at
aimed
boos
heard
Handley
Ray
coach
Giants
ago.
When these two learns met at RFK five weeks
the Redskins 24 7 N `I can repay both 91 losses to the Skins
3C
.
Minnesota
33
— Ph4actelphia
and should make it four out of five In a dogfight with
played,
they've
times
our
f
lastthe
of
out
three
Vikings
tie
beaten
The Eagles have
Dallas in tie NFC East. they need the win more
.. . ...... 8
,
Seattle
28
— Pittsburgh
— are our
Seatiawks
the
again,
Then
27-7.
year,
last
Rivers
Three
at
easily
Pittsburgh
This should be a blowout, but then again. Seattle beet
choice for the NFL's worst team this season
13
**Phoenix..
24
San Diego
tisoed tie Carcinals.S Ci may be the leagues
they've
lames
five
the
of
lour
won
have
Chargers
the
1989.
since
Though They haven't payed
most underrated learn and Phoenix nis most unpredictable
27
Miami ...
31
—San Francisco
other in six
each
played
haven't
but
1964)
(in
before
there
met
have
that
teams
This is another long-shot Super Bowl possibility, between
years Were not sure Miami is as good as its record
. 19
Chicago
30
,
(Monday) — Houston
about right for Houston, but its strong
looks
total
That
33-28
won
Houston
met,
Bears
and
Oilers
the
time
ago
theJast
Thrae seasons
defense will hold Chicago to quite a bit less

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGattl
Dinner Buffets

Lunch Buffets

Sunday and Monday, Dec. .,.3, 6-7

9:8

S;

r

THE BOB HARMON FOOTBALL FORECAST

vs Indianapolis

FORD
YF RCuRY
LINCOLN

Tackle A Pizza at Gatti's!

5. Green Bay vs. Detroit
1

P.O. Box 103
New Concord, Ky.

1
0
1

1 A Winning
jCombination

Annie had only two incorrect picks and won on the tie-breaker
guessing closest(28)to the total game score Kansas City vs. New
York Jets (30).
Cu ,f,

v•

s,Ve

r

_t.
Keith's Lawn &
Tractor Cen er
80 E.

Cain's tAf
CHRYSLERAMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

‘*N

Main

UNIVERSITY
— TIRE AND AUTOIII
We've teamed up
1.4, ity for
with .wei,
quality and value!

Give us a call for a quote.

b,
Ross Insurancez,
Agency qtrw

also service lent
Master. A paintless dent
removal system.

We now

Ronnie Ross and Danny Ross

- OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM -

';.

753-0489

6th & Main

-

12. San Diego vs.

•
•
•
•

Phoenix

Tie Breaker:

Na me
A ddress
Phone

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
INO'S

My Pick
8
9

How You like Pizza At Home.

4.

10

Carry-Oat Spacial

5.

11
12

6.

One Large One Topping Pizza

Points

PIZTA

d)IJOHK,

ntries Should Be Mailed or Dropped Off At:
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky 42071
AA mann must be teslied lo the Ledger & Timm by FrIdey, Dee. 4 or In our Woe by Fd., Dec. 4 et 5 pin.
•

/
Pt,3tl.

e VI:oilif 7/1
,
,
99044

7. LA.
.
1

All f-

Envenom 1-3413
vat
parncpatinp sKinis Wily Not wake win any who,bow
P,rrns -"ay vary Cusiorner pays sales tax OW,apolickas
D.ve'- wee 1,miled Orate sale *wine Our &von aany
lasa 'nen $20 00 Our eases are net penalized for ism

753-4994

1406 Mein

the exact total score of

44

4•

vs. MIntiesolo
PhIlodstelo
d" a 10.
'"
MB IMMO NMI MD iNED
...
...

Pick

6. Kansas City vs. LA. Raiders

San Diego vs. Phoenix

1.
2.
3.

•

1

3. Cleveland vs. Cincinnati

759-9831

Compare our auto
and homeowner rates

,r

4

ADVANTAGE:

1C
e
:
J69,95

Rams vs.

Tampa Bay

753-6666
Single Tor

Large
1 Order
Breadsticks
)rInk
lik
2 Ll

Limited
I

.
Pizza

95
+
Time

Tax

Only

a

Classified
Deadline* are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
1.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

010
020
025
030
040
050

ANN1/1'N( NlIEN I'S
..•Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
I,oat & Found

370
390
400

Feed & Seed

410

Public Sale

Chilckaris

640

For Trade

-lituation Wanted

560

Pree Column

570

Wanted

060

Doessalic &

070
090

Business

100

Opportunity
Instruction

110 ...

Notice

The Medicare Cats.
strophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need haul never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and "nonapproved- charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to 96.52 in 1992.
For more information
call

McConnell
Insurance Agency

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1-800-649-3804
PLAN your Christmas party
at Pizza Magic, Aurora Call
4 74 - 8 1 1 9
or
1-800-649-3804 for available dates and details
TRANSFER home movies
to video tape Only 75 per
foot Makes a great gitt Call
Donna Darnell at Video
Production Specialties
759-9246
025

753-4199
"our 29th year ofeerv-ice-

Lost: Yellow gold sofitere
diamond ring Saturday
afternoon white shopping
in Chestnut Hills Center
and/or Southaide Shopping Center. 753-5736
REWARD

MOSS-Heltsley and
Frankel Tobacco Floor,
Hoplunsville, KY, 2nd and
Virginia St We have room
to sell your tobacco before
Christmas. Ernest Lawrence. Floor Manager,
502-885-3090.

LEARN TO DRI,1
TRACTOR . TRAILE
l 7v5.1of
moVactal:71`0)Plige
WSICOMID
vlAa11114115

ALLIANCE
raNCTOP

,1NTk kt,
TAMER !NAMPO
liNAPPON,I N

Personals
DIAL A Devotion Memor
at Baptist Church
753-4411

LOST yellow gold ring with
small diamond Very sentimental value In Murray
area 753-9387

AVON Representatives
needed, 10 positions available, no experience, new
career choice, opportunities earn cash now Free
gift with appt. Call immediately. 753-0171.
DISTRIBUTORS for all natural product, good money
and incentives Call
436-2000
XXXXXXXXXXXXMCOI
x
DOLL HOUSE
x
CAFE
Exotic Dancers
x
Hwy. 79 East Parts, Tenn
X Mon.-Sm. 6 p.m-2 am X
X
X
901-642-4297
XXXXXXXXXXMOCXXX

x
1- 00-334-1203

520

19-4
44tIav%1
1 "Wo
-241:
:42141111811'
Great gifts for giving or
decorating your home.
Daily shipments of lamps
and Christmas shades,
Christmas afghans, ornaments, watches, herb
&
trees
Christmas
wreaths, Father Christmas, pewter &stoneware.

By Way of
the Grapevine

I Gift Certificates Available 1
121 South to Old Salem Road
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.111, SUM 24 p.m.

•

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00arn-3 00pm We are an
EOE This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA

94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
to So Hsi* Road. nght on So Hale Road 1/4
OPEN 10 THE' PUBIC
753-0466

11011PROI1 OnClAtilAllrOu

P.O.Box

1033

Murray

Licensed
Agent

t.

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including: Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at. 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Say. Bldg
7th at Main, Murray, Ky

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

320

Apartments For Rent

Used Cars 330
Vans
Used Trucks 340
Cempers
Boats & Motors 360

Rooms For Rent

440

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

180 ..........
195 ---200
210
220

For Rent or Lea*.

460

Homes For Sale

260
300

WANTED barmaids, waitresses dancers, $500 plus
weekly Doll House Cafe.
Paris, TN 642-4297,
6pm-2am

Desired CPA or potential CPA with minimum of 2 years
CPA firm experience.
Excellent compensation, creative work
environment, unlimited opportunity for
advancemeni

Send resume to
Steven G. Sacor5,
CPA
Rt. I Box 184
Sedalia, Ky. 42079

Sale

Want
To Buy

ABSOLUTELY Clean' Ex
perienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
Kimberly White, 436-2569

USED and antique fumiture glass, tools, guars
474-2262, 901-642-6290
150
Mid..
For UN

090
Position
Wanted
SEWING iobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
100
Business
Opportunity

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

2 LARGE office desks with
credenzas to match 1 high
back office chair on rollers
1988 Panasonic FP-1530
Genesis color on color copier Utility topper and tool
box for full size pick-up
truck 753-1970

Lots

240

.Antiques

Vacuum Cleaners
Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T.V & Radio
Pets & Supplies

For Sells
STEREO system for truck
MTX speakers, Alpine
booster and equalizer, 160
watt Onon amp ,(2)5 midrange, coustic in-dash
$1100 obo Call 498-8669
after 5pm
160
Horne
Furnishings

Column Inch
Display Ads

$5.00

40% Discount 2nd Ran,
sos DI meant 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ade Must Run eitnin S Daly Panod
$1 75 per column inch bars kr holiday(Shop
ping Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
dry. 51 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. 91.75
extra for shopper Crum Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) 22.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

320

2,u

Artlehe

Display Ads

320

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Apartments
Foe Rent

14x78, 1973 BONANZA
front porch back deck
492-8342

2BR carpeting drapes ret
dishwasher, w/d hook up
central ha. $350/mo De
posit required No pets
753-9240

BEST Home Center Hwy
45 W Milan, TN New 93. 2
berm only 518 down, only
121 20/mo. Delivery and
set-up included Call toll
free, 1-800-282-3781 for
the best deals in the south

ApstIments
For Rent

28R duplex, 401-A North
wood Dr Days 753 6654
Evenings 753-1829 Ask
for Becky

2 OR 3br duplexes central
he appliances furnished
BEST Home Center Hwy
Coleman RE, 753-9898
COUCH, Gilliam 2 cushion
Milan,
TN
New
93
45 W,,
like new, beige background 16x80, 3 berm, 2 bath, sit- 5 ROOM apartment or ofw/light blue and peach tu- ting on our yard, only fice space located at 7035
lips. Only $350 759-1922 16,907. payments 179/mo 4th St, see Carlos Black
evenings
Cal toll free today for best Jr Black's Decorating
500 GALLON propane
Center or call 753-0839
tank, $450 Call 489-2704 COURISTAN oriental de- deals in the South
after 6pm
sign rug, 10x13', excellent 1-800-282-3781
HAZEL Apartments. Hazel,
condition, deep red cream, BEST Home Center, Hwy KY, is now renting You
ASHLEY Imperial wood
light teal, navy $500 45 W Milan, TN Call toll must be 62 handicapped,
burning stove with blower
753-3827
free for best deals in the or disabled New 1 and 2br
436-5274
units 502-527-8574 for
MOVING must sell, 2 LR South, 1-800 282-3781
BOGARD trucking and exsuites, BR and more Also, New 16 wide. 3 bdrm. 2 more information Equal
cavating, inc. We haul top
Pioneer stereo, will sell bath, sitting on our yard Housing Opportunity
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
only 14.990 Payments
cheap 753-7432
LIKE new 2br apt , central
rock, rip rap 759-1828_
only 159mo
h.a Stove refrigerator w/d
RECTANGULAR wood diCOMIC books for sale
No pets
BEST Home Center Hwy furnished
ning table with 6 chairs
753-9481
practically new, $150 45 W Milan TN 93 2 759 9439 alter 5pm
bdrm start at 9999 Best in MUR CAL Apartments now
FRED'S Home Crafter 753-7104 after 5pm
the south 93 3 bdrm, start accepting applications for
Woodwork on sale Disat 11.999 Best in the south
played at University Tire,
1, 2 and 3br apartments
93 3 berm. 16 wides, start
1406 Main St. Ph
THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
Phone 759 4984 Equal
at 14,990 Best in the south
753-4994, 759-4675. Items
1109 Pogue Ave.
Housing Opportunity
93 double vodes start at
759-9940
made to order.
start
Interest
rates
17,990
NEW 1 140 sq ft duplex all
Clean Used Furniture, ApLET us make your clothes,
at 675% fixed best in the gas centrai air appliances
pliances. and Mist hems
alter and repair Uniforms
We Our Layaway Plan
south It you need a home plus dishwasher utility
and sportswear, rentals,
Now Renting Nintendo
and want the best price room with wid hook up
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
Best payment Best ser quiet area. avail 12 15.
See and Sew Country
vice Best value Call toll lease and deposit, no pets
Square 1608 N 121 Murfree 1-800-282-3781, call if 759-1087
ray 753-6981
you want to save money
SHOPSMITH Mar V with
athe,
ban saw,
ments
table
$700 obo
7
0 leave message

Hawkins Research
Call 10 AM - 10 PM
VISA / MasterCard accepted

753-7001

HAND made knives
753-2498
SHOT gun, 12 gauge
S K.B. automatic, Ducks
Unlimited special engraving, 28' vented barrell with
3 chokes, beautiful wood,
gold trigger, new in box,
never fired. $650 Call
753-7668, 8arn-5pm.

Firewood
A-I-A FIREWOOD, sea
soned oak, $30 rick clekv
ered, $25 rick pick-up
492-8254
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD 436-5598

larsical
BALDWIN Classic console
piano, just like new but less
than half the price
753-1369

NOW HIRING DRWERS
•Flexible Hours
•Be a part of one of the fastelst growing
pizza companies
•Paid Vacation
'Mileage & Tips
'Must be at least 18 years
•Clean driving record & insurance
Apply In Person

Papa John's
Dixieland Center
Murray, Ky.

PARTS
APPLIANCE
To Fit Most Maior Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
s-4otPc4411
Kitchen
f(469.Are
GE
sears
40,t(WP°‘

WANTED. A person with
good credit to take on a low
monthly payment on a
beautiful console piano No
money down. See locally
free
toll
Call
1-800-635-7611
230
liscellan•ouS

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U S and foreign
coins at Hoboes Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray Our
coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
we available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stamps and stamp supplies we featured along
with our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center in Murray) We appraise
estates and are active buy
ors of cons and stamps
Call 502-753-4161
250
Susineee
Services
PRIVATE Inv•stigato
D B A1 Confidential Investigations. Southside Shopping Cantor, Suite 0102,
Murray, 753-2841

WARD ELKINS
Murray

753-1713

Mobilo
Hosea For Sabe
12x50,$900 obo 4374887
or 437 4.875

,

VERY nice clean 2br can
tral hira laundry hook-up
no pets 641 South
492-8634
WANTED 2 roommates to
share 3br furnished apartment wimale Water and
garbage included
$120/mo Call Bob at Tropics Tanning Salon
753-8477, for information
Available Dec 1, 1992

1004 MAIN 2br, 1 bath
carpeted stove refrigerator freezer, central h/a w,d
hook-up no pets $360/mo
$300 deposit 759-1265
2BD house available Jan 1
Non smokers prefered All
appliances furnished,
wooded lot blacktop drive
easy access to 641
$250/mo + one month deposit 437-4931
2BR house, stove and refrigerator furnished, near
campus, deposit required
no pets, 1 year lease
$375/mo Call 753-2967

vs

280

2BR trailer for rent near
Alma, $210/mo and deposit Also trailer space for
rent Call 759-4507 or
753-1861
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUST0411 WOCCWORKJPOG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 8 see OW showroom
409 SuNBLAYAluriPAY (Benrx1 Bu,
ny 13,ead:
753-590

285
Mobile
Homo Lots For Rent

220

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments I 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilidale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502 437-4113 EHO

DIRECTLY across from
CUMMINGS Meter Poles NEW 2br duplex gas heat MSU lbr, I bath
includes
Specializing in mobile w/d hook-up 4088 Northrefrig stove $400'mo
home electric services 200 wood $400-rno Refer- • deposit No pets Availamp $375 100 amp $325 ences and deposit re- able January 1
1993
quired 753 4873 after
435 4027
75.3-8191
6orn
MOBILE home with under
pining steps partially turn
ished $2500 Neal Starks
Motor Sales. 437-4424

Mobile
Homes For Rent

210

PIANO tuning, expert service and repair. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

Court Square

170

For Sale

westinClh°usewkaytag raPPan

aese-0

140
150
155
160
165 ..-

Reel Estate

150

Domestic
& Childcare

nt,

PART time position for
gymnastics instructor
753-1976 or 753-6705

Mobile Homes For

430 ............ .......

070

Computers

ACCOUNTANT

Terry
Tatlock

Business Rentals

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis- SMALL country ham,$3/1b.
tols Benson Sporting General Electric cook
MAJOR TELEPHONE CO. Goods, 519 S 12th, stove, $75. Rooster and
hen, $4_ Call 492-8723.
Now hiring Technicians, Murray
installers, Acct/Serv Reps,
Operators No experience OLD gas, oil and coca cola WOLFF tannning bed, 20
bulb 2 extra bulbs, 110 or
necessary For information, signs Pedal cars and tracadapter, perfect for
220
tors
Old
stone
lugs
with
'1-219-736-9807
ext
can
home
use $1000
advertisements
on
them
F-3482, 8am-8pm-7 days
753-9313 or 753-6758
Ask for Larry at 753-3633
NANNY NEEDED after the
holidays Connecticut
working couple with 2 and 4
year old boys seek energetic nanny for at least one
year Join us on our family
Home or Office Computer on-site
vacations Very private
room/bath
Sandy
service and sales. Select 386 or 486
800-724-4651
IBM compatible systems.

ay
office
erred Call
ski
753 272 between
830-5:00 M-T

KY

300

ISO

PART-time em
doctors
ma

Knights of Columbus Hall

For Sale Or Lease

HOUSE Inspectors No Research. 753-7001
exp necessary Will train NEW IBM Compatible
Up to $800 wkly Call Color Printer 753-7001
219-769-6649, ext H-239,
9arn to 9pm, 7 days

PART Time EMT position
available in Calvert City Ky
area Good starting pay,
group medical insurance
available Must have cur
rent certification Apply at
Murray Guard, Inc , 58 Murray Guard Dr., Jackson, TN
Phone
38 305
901-668-3122 EOE M/F

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Nom Furnishings

365

BREAKTIME Billiards, located in Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray, KY
Serious inquiries only.
759-9303. business hours,
open lpm daily or
442-2900 LuAnn Edwards,
EASY Workl Excellent pay' owner.
Assemble products at BUSINESS Loans, all
home Call toll free, types. Call Mon Fri ,
1-800-467-6226, ext 8047 8 00am 3 30pm
EXPERIENCED person to 502 545 3616
call on telephone marking
120
appointments for sales
people Hours 5pm-9pm
Computers
weekdays Starting wages
- •
$5 00 per hour Prefer per- COMPUTERS-Sales &
son 30yrs of age or older Service, tree set-up & trainCall 753-5441
ing, home/office Hawkins

INSIDE Sales Quality Industrial supplier offers career opportunity in Western
Kentucky Experience in industrial sales a plus Requires mechanical and
sales aptitude Send resume to P 0 Box 6611
Louisville KY 40206

Computers

130

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rant

14M
Wanted

Help Wanted: Earn
up to $500 per week
proassembling
ducts at home. No
experience. Info 1504-648-1700 DEPT.
KY-2021

120
270

I 11,\NSPOlt VATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts

500
510

:111.:H411ANDISF:

•

Ia \

111- Itl'N I U.

280 -------Mobil Homes For Rent

Services Offered

060

020

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

470
480
485
490
495

uF:AI.

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling

120
230
260.
290
530

MISLELLANLOLS

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m..' p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
I-".

Equipment
, Farm
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
.. Produce

190

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

753-1916

FAR NIFIrs MARKE I

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMENTS

TO 111.M T; \ N Al)('ALL

DEADLINES
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MOBILE Home Village
available now $75/mo , in
dudes water Coleman RE
753 9898

Business
Rentals
1800 SO FT warehouse or
work shop Electricity, gas
heat, loading dock Prime
location 753-8809
4 CAR clean-up shop, of
lice, paved lot, air
753-4509
BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time, full time, small
large Very reasonable
rent Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4444
EXECUTIVE commercial
office space, National
Hotel Main at 6th Term
negotiable Please call
753-0762
FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

APPLIANCE REP
Service on all brands window air conditioners
washers - dryers
freezers
refrigerators
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown
•All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc,
RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

NO DOWN PAYMENT
TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
1, 2. 3, OR 4br furnished
apartrneo is. nice, new university 3br house, 1604
Main St central gas heat,
a/c, near campus,
$450/mo. 753-6111 days.
753-0606 nights.
1BR, $195/mo • ublebes.
1608 College Farm Rd
Available 12/15 753-6733
after 5pm
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficsency apartment, very near MSU,
available now Coleman
RE, 753-9898

New 3 BR Ranch. Energy efficient,
brick home with 2 full baths, fireplace, central heat and air, vaulted
ceiling, dishwasher, range, wall to
wall carpeting, skylight, conventionally built on crawl space over
1550 sq. ft.. for only $48,900.

TAYLOR"BUILDING
CORPORATION
Satisfied Customers Since 1958
(502)582-1800
(502)554-3267
Basement & Garage Optional

•
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Atlantic City casinos
fail to meet state law

CIASSIFIEDS
Ihmilese
Mead

kirks'

PLUMB4NG repairman
same day service Call
436 5255

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line or equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753 5484

Boum
re Roil
313R 2 bath axis. stove
and refrigerator, 209 S
15th. $400into , Available
atter Dec 20 1992 No pees
end declass( 753-4074
LYNN Grove area. 2 bed
room house available December 1st No house pets
$250/per month 1 month
deposit 435-4233

"

3BR 2 bath house on Main
St available 12, 15 sing*
family only I year lease
minimum Mur Cal Realty
'753 4444

5 ACRE wooded lot for
building or mobile home
Coles Campground Area.
59600 759-1530
WOODED budding lots in
Lynwood Heights City water natural gas. cablevisoon. 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Lim
its 6% Simi* interest financing available
753 5E141 or 753 1566

ATTENTION Hunters 101
acres, 0 males west of
Hazel. lots of deer and
Turkey. $35.000 759 1701

CREEKVIEW Selt-sarage
warehouses on Center
Dove behind Shoney s
$20 $401m0 759-4081

•

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
ad* 753 2905 for more
informabon

1E1 For Sae
Or Lease
38R 2 bath aoridominium
753 3293 after 6orri

BRANGLiS and bads An
g.is mixed bull $725
436 26/9
HuDSON Company Sad
dies Bridles & Horse sop
ones 753 4545 '59 1823
'53 6763
for obor hunting and
gentle
riding
"538965 after 4 30pm

1083 FORD Customized
van. 75.000 mites, good
$ 5500
condition
753-6839

1989 DODGE pick up Rem
150 V-8, auto aa psipb
Mt cruise. rails 1 owner
excellent condition. 30x xx
miles 489-2784
1989 DODGE Ram Charger 4x4 47000 miss ex
maim shape 753 0638 at5pm
1990 CHEVY Ext Cab
pi.As up white tan intend
loaded 759-1515
510

46(1
Hams
For Sae
10. ACRES Pa'1 a 1 IY
wooded with week plus
nice 3br home just waiting
for you Just reduced to
$48 500 MLS 114536 Cal
Kopperud Realty
753-1222
3BR 1 bath brick house for
sale by owner Located n
Murray Good condition If
qualified could also be put
chased under FmHA
$37 900 753-0356
HOME for sale on quiet
older section of
sweet
town near Murray Middle
School 3-4 bedroom home
totally redecorated and
ready for immedate oocupancy central gas heat.
central electric cooling
Property also includes nice
garage apt with 2 car gar
age Cohered at $75 000
Contact Biii Kopperud
Kopperud Realty
7531222

1957 28 GEORGIE Boy
motor home '8000 miles
bought new in 1988 one
real sharp
owner
753-2967

GUTTERING By Soars
Sews residential and Qom
mercial continuous outlets
installed for your specifica
Dons Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling garages decks. patios,
interior trim 753 0834

ROGER Hudson rock hailing. gravel, sand, dirt driveway rock 753 4545.
753-6763

KITCHEN' CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgran for
mica al colors Free esti
mates Wuiff $ Recovery
Murray 4365560

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation repair, replammint Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753-5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

A I TOWN country yard
mowing landscaping tree
trimming tree removal light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb 436 25213

A 1 TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd pobs Free estimates
436 2102 ask for Luke

Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service Al worts
guaranteed 492 8816

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling. paint- REFINISHING, stripping.
ing wallpaper carpentry, custom woodworking
how covering No job too 753-8066
small 436 2052
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
HOME Improvement Spe
cialist Vinyl Wing win- painting, plumbing. condows carports and peso crete Frei estimates Cal
474-2307
enclosures 753-0280

LICENSED lor electric and
gas 753 7203

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and swaying Free
estimates 7510906 after
5pm 759 9816 753-0495

(Meted

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Christian 492-8742
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 New location Route 1.
Alma Open 9-12 1-5,
Mon Fri 753 0530
PARKING lot sealing, mi
no( repairing and rostra
irig 436-2776

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Akin
Street 753-6111 office.
753-0606 after 5pm

ATLANTIC CITY, NJ. (AP)
— Atlantic City's casinos on
average fell short of a state law
requiring them to do at least 10
percent of their trade with women
and minority business owners.
The 12 gaming halls purchased
an average of 7.6 percent of their
services and goods from women
and minorities for 1991, according to Casino Control Commission records.
Of S754 million of casino busi-

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed insured Eaturiate available
759 4690
SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Construction Home
repairs and remodeling
roofing, room additions.
foundation work Free estimates No lobs loo bog or
too small Cal S&L Construction 753-3870 day or
night
WALTS Mobile Home Repair Soundproofing. rubber coating for roots, parking lot seeing, flat roofs
repaired 502-436-2776
WILL rake arid bag leaves
tor $54a 753-1487 after
2130pm
560
Free
Column

ness done in 1991, minonties and
women only partook of 557.6
million.
Those casinos that didn't meet
the required percentages must
show they have made efforts to
do business with minorities and
women.
At a commission hearing Dec.
14, commissioners will decide
what action to take. Commission
spokesman Robert Friant said
Monday the panel could revoke
licenses or impose fines.

Horoscopes
M EDNESDAY,DECEMBER 2, 1992
your own
For sour personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. bawd on
bill you 95
date ot 'birth, call I -900-988-77M. Your phone company will
i.

oils a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:

infatuation could turn out to he the

real thing.
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
efforts
ness and domestic priorities. A for- need to continue your work
is on
hip
relations
A
.
apparent
is
promishie.
your
mer love re-enters
recent
ing you a very special 1993. You smoother ground than in
may have to travel more in connec- months. Clues to things to buy are
tion with work late next spring. A prevalent. Purchase what you can
long-ins:Med move could take place afford.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Get
in September. Going back to school
advice on dealing with any
expert
parent
A
,.
dividend
huge
brings
s. Do not he a shrinkdocument
legal
plays a major role in your financial
ing violet; you have more clout than
planning nevi November.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON before. Use the telephone to
I HIS DATE: actress Julie Hams, straighten out a problem with a relatennis star 'Ylonica Seles. artist tive.
SCORPIO 'tOct. 23-Nov. 21):
(icorges Seurat. football player
financial strategy with
Discuss
Vi il1i Brown.
Strike a better balance between busi-

%RIES i March 21 -April 19):
Veto speculation about savings or
investment matters. Do not discard
traditional values or abuse your
health. Following had advice could
jeopardize Your reputation.
TAURCS (April 20-May 20):
Hold a partner or co-worker with a
loose rein. Impulsiveness. can be
costly. both at home and on the job.
It driving, heed the rules of the road.
Postpone making any big purchases.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Your words could he misinterpreted
by someone at work. Aim for clarity.
avoidl
misunderstandings. Regular
evemse and good eating habits nununlit: health risks.
CANCER dune 21-July 22): A
more agetiessive attitude toward
making money will increase profits.
Potential romantic partners are
attracted by your generosity.. Diplomacy will help strengthen family

FREE puppies, 5 wks dd.
Call
mixed br••d
753-1861 alter 5pm

Babbage explains changes
in local elections for 1993

AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 436 2102
ask or Paul

secret allies. Give your parents a
friendly call; they may need assistance. Romantic matters are up for
discussion. Some of you decide to
make wedding plans.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Ride the crest of confidence
without acting overly aggressive.
Inventive thinking is the key to
financial progress. A loved one
needs to discuss a problem with you
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Steer clear of situations that
raise your (lathier. You do not want
to antagonize friends who mean
well. A visit or telephone call from a
former neighbor will lift your spiriis
tonight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
Careful consideration of complex
questions proves rewarding. Do not
become upset if a loved one acts
uncertain. Your relationship with a
real go-getter prods you into action.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Fragile emotions suggest you tread
softly with other people. Patience is
needed to get things done right.
Coddling those who are hard to
please will produce terrific results.

elected in
When voters approved the con- consitutional officers
serve two
to
r
thereafte
and
1995
stitutional amendment to permit
lieutenant
The
ALPHA Builders Carpen
ive
terms.
consecut
to
NEW 2br duplexes gas try remodeling porches statewide elected officials
serve as
longer
no
will
governor
also
they
terms,
serve successive
heat '800 SQ tl brick
rooting concrete drive
state
the
of
officer
presiding
the
$82 500 Cal for appoint
approved a one year addition to
ways pa rf ^g mainte
3 RA' Ter-ier puppies
choose
will
senate
the
and
senate
estimates
ment 7534873 atter 60n1
Free
rtance etc
the terms of officials elected in
'53 '269
officer from
NEWLY remodeled 4br 2 489 2303
1993 in Calloway County. its own presiding
AKC registered champion bath home on I. acres
The senate
members.
as
among
of State
ALS hauling ya-d work according to Secretary
doodknes German She
to approve
be
able
also
will
Priced in mod $70s Suntree removal mowing Free Bob Babbage.
pherdS and Australian
to boards and
room deck and more MLS
The last portion of Constitu- appointments
Cattle Dogs Healthy loyal $4428 Cal Kopperud Re- estimates 759-1663
ons.
commissi
companions wonting or alty 753-1222
tional Amendment Two estaANY remodeling building
The governor will be allowed
snow dogs 502 436 2858
roofing Reter
blishes an even-year election
painting
NEW on the market older
delegate duties to the- lieuten- ties tixia>.
to
1110
except
759
offices
ences
all
for
Basset
schedule
AKC registered
LEO (Jul> 23-Aug. 22): Chmise
home with lots of character
retain the powHound puppies shots and Large lot in town 2ti 1 APPLIANCE SERVICE
statewide constitutional officers ant governor and
sour words carefully to avoid any
ers of the office when out of the misunderstandings. 'talented associwormed 489 2259
eliminating elections in one
bath Large kitchen room to Kenmore WOStInghOUSe.
state.
cycle.
four-year
each
of
ates help broaden your horizons.
AKC Schnauzers ready for expand upstairs $47 000 Wh"*°°1 30' years ex
year
Voters also approved the estab- Seek out the unusual and unique. An
BOBBY
e
perienc
753-9902
now
yours
Christmas pick
The first year there will be no
HOPPER. 436-5848
es for allow$150 436 5811
election in Kentucky will be in lishment of procedur
PERFECT STARTER
to
declare an
governor
the
ing
I'01)-‘1'S CHILDREN: These youngsters' motto is "Don't fence me
1997. Babbage said.
BUL- Terre• puppy AKC HOME PRICED IN THE APPLIANCE REPAIRS
major
providing
serve,
room
and
3
to
by
trained
Irving
inability
Factory
The> resent being confined and will rebel against being placed in a
3te
in
530'S
brindle and white mai@
To make the schedule work,
pans
Most
ers
dining
manufactur
bath
1
tion
playpen. Some of these children may also develop stomachaches or dirty
1400 Paraoise Kennels kitchen
Babbage said the length of terms for an independent determina
room utility Washer and n stock or rry truck Al
against classroom control. An easygoing, relaxed teacher will help
502 753 4106
to
spells
discharge
ability
's
of most elected officials will be of governor
work and parts warranted
dryer and appliances in
these bright Sagittarians feel comfortable at school. Once their brilliant
the duties of the office.
HAVE an obedient sale ciuded 501 S 9th St
Ask for Andy at The Ap- changed for one time only. The
minds are engaged. these youngsters can easily become top students. They.
The offices of Register of the
dog for show or home 753-7027
pliance Works 753 2455
officials elected for a normal
have excellent memories and pay close attention to detail. The ideal career
Classes or private iessons
Land Office and Superintendent
Service ROY four-year term in 1993 will serve
will allow these independent Sagittarians to set their own priorities andServing Murray for over TOTALLY redecorated and BACKHOE
of Public Instruction are now
drive
system
Septic
HILL
term.
five-year
a
bedroom
•
3
renovated
deadlines.
12y rs 436-2858
home on 1 sae lot Located ways hauling foundations
This means that district judges, abolished. The duties of both
it leant- !Mon %. hes( wiling h.n..1. • lcslced.t. (odal. and I orcs
Arcs o.cd alk1 updated
PEG S Dog Grooming
between Murray and Ken- etc 759 4664
mayors, county judge/executives, these offices have been given to 0 ii , Nor.loc.( r, Help Sou nut 1,.u: 11..c in God's PUP 'end Si 4c plus SI pomage and handling
753 2915
tucky Lake Attractive BACKHOE SERVICE
‘1.-ei. Pt) Bo. 419191, K411.4, Ca:,'4 01.4141 Stake ...heck. par.,dhic
magistrates sheriffs, county others by laws passed by the
,
N?1,11,‘• 311,1
t, , I
BRENT ALLEN septic tank clerks, county attorneys' property
TWO breeding pair of home and attractive prim
e.
legislatur
•I•!re.• utp,I 51,\
Cocisabeis and a pair of Just reduced to $62 500
installation repair replacevaluation administrators, jailers
Contact Kopperud Realty ment 759-1515
Canaries 753 7370
7511222 MLS 64570
and coroners elected in 1993 will
Travis truing for serve through 1998, Babbage
a. BILL
410
dirt Ni sand white
gravel
.170
Public
said.
rook rip rap and backhoe
Sale
Local officials elected to a
474
2779
work
Motorcycles
two-year term will serve for three
1980 HONDA XL 185 $400 BOBS Plumbing Repair years if elected in 1993. Beginobo 753 8270 leave Service All work guaranning in 1996 regular elections for
teed 753-1134
message
these offices will return to the
s
Christma
1985 250R 3-wheeler. CARPET and vinyl instalta
normal two-year cycle.
in the
1986 Tri 60 1990 Quad Don and repairs Glen Bob1247
Commonwealth attorneys and
759
ber
Country
80 492 8870
clerks elected in 1993 will
Crafts by
CARPORTS for car and circuit
felony Wooed
single seven-year term
a
serve
for
sizes
trucks Special
lawette Giles
motor homes boats RVs and beginning in the year 2000
December 50
and etc Excellent protec- and thereafter will be elected for
9 am. se 5 p.m.
quality, excellent
JOHNS Auto and Truck tion high
their usual six year terms.
value Roy Hill 759-4664
cruse
rook
Sun
Repair
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Weed VCR
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controls installed Cars CHARLIE Davidson All
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Court of Appeals elected in
the
hand washed waxed Bur
Into 753-0530
types of roofing and re
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•
guar /karma rear window pars Torch down rubber
beginning in 2006 regterm
year
qefrosters installed
roofing 753 5812
474-8855
ular elections for these posts will
CP4111 Chum Chimney
with a
eight years.
Sweeps has 10% MAIO( be held every
any
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Mayors.
CILZOn discounts We sell
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO
other officer not specifically prochimney caps arid screens
Atari
"
435-4191
ACRE country lot blackbe
to
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schedule
vided for who
Pete
The
top road 753-1250
elected in 1995 will have that
, COLSON S Home Repair
HEAVY duty industrial pytsi
BOB Haley Real Estate tor hoist $150 Coats 40-40 Remodeling carpeotry
term extended for one year and
Murray Ledger & Times
and plumbing
Saws Appraisals Properly
painting
held
be
will
elections
subsequent
tire machine $400
all Murray
436-2575 after San
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD
700
in even-numbered years.
759-1645 afar 4pm
ing counties
surround
and
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ofKOPPERUD REALTY
COUNTERTOPS custom
Babbage explained no person
Homes trailers offices
firs a complete range of
amend,the
when
holding office
Wulfts Recovery Murray
Real Estate services Wel a
ment passed on Nov. 3 would
wide selection of quality
436 5560
have the current term extended.
homes, all prices
out of the area
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing The next odd-year election sche753 1222
1982 TOYOTA Caeca GT, and Cookng Service Corn
specifical
not
office
an
for
duled
RE/MAX Properties Lad 5-speed ps/pb, arc $1950
plea installation and serfor will have a oneBob Panel, Paul Daley. 489-2609
Call Gary at ly provided
vice
term to that office
Bat
Bird
extended
year
Bob Haley, Jean
759-4754
1985 CHEVROLET CavaAir Center 502-753-SOLD
r schedule.
even-yea
the
into
•
lier 4-door, sine. pa/Pb. DRYWALL finishing re
1 800-369-5783
the amendment
of
passage
The
blowNAME OF PERSON RECEIVING GIFT:
ac $1500 firm 489-2609
pays additions and
also means that the next candiceilings 7514761
ing
Name
1967 DODGE 600 ps/pb.
dates for governor and lieutenant
FENCE sales at Sears
tic recently overhauled
Address
a
as
elected
governor will be
Properly
61950 4692609
now Call Sears 753-2310
Zip
State
vice
and
president
City
the
as
your
team
for free estimate for
LAKEFRONT LIOUI A
All CAR stereo 'retaliation
president are.
Phone
TIONI Dockable waterfront and stereo repair 30 years needs
Other changes will allow all
on Barkkey Lake 3 5 acres
World of
Repair plumb

Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .

_ say _
MOIMONRO!

f

.
• "r"

$5
$645°

was $29900 NOW
$19 900 Woods views
r•ady for vacation/
retirement horn. 3. acre
lake amide $7900 Ftaereang Woodlend Awes
Cal 800-858 1323

experience
Sound 753-5865

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113, Sunset Bout°
ward Music lAurray's Al
pone Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Game, 1 block
from SASU dorms
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Cawafer. 44xxx mules, am/tin
stereo a/c. $5692
753-9210

GENERAL
ing, rooting
436 2642

NAME OF PERSON GIVING GIFT:

tree work

GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding paint
mg Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
+/minces 436 2701
HANDYMAN will lo car
penny electric plumborv
and general repairs Call
75.3 0596

Christmas Card Will Bo Sent To Announce Gift.
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Today is Tuesday, Dec. I, the 336th day of 1992. There are 30 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Dec. 1, 1942, nationwide gasoline rationing
went into effect in the United States.
On this date:
In 1824, the presidential election was turned over to the U.S. House
of Representatives when a deadlock developed between John Quincy
Adams, Andrew Jackson, William H. Crawford and Henry Clay.
Adams was eventually declared the winner.
In 1919, Lady Astor was sworn in as the first female member of the
British Parliament.
In 1934, Sergei M. Kirov, a collaborator of Josef Stalin, was assassinated at the Leningrad party headquarters, resulting in a massive
purge.
In 1955, Rosa Parks, a black seamstress, refused to give up her seat
on a Montgomery. Ala., city bus to a white man. Mrs. Parks was
arrested., sparking a year-long boycott of the buses by blacks.
In 1959, representatives of 12 countries, including the United States
and the Soviet Union, signed a treaty in Washington setting aside
Antarctica as a scientific preserve, free from military activity.
In 1989, in an extraordinary encounter, Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev met with Pope John Paul II at the Vatican.
Ten years ago: Senator Edward M. Kennedy announced he would
not seek or accept the 1984 Democratic presidential nomination, citing
family obligations. Miguel de Is Madrid was inaugurated as president
of Mexico, succeeding Jose Lopez Ponillo.
Five years ago: NASA announced that four companies — Boeing
Aerospace, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics. General Electric's
Astro-Space Division and Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International — had been awarded contracts to help build a Space station.
One year ago: Ukrainians voted overwhelmingly for independence
from the Soviet Union. Israel released 25 Arab prisoners, in a related
development, Shiite Muslim kidnappers pledged to release American
hostage Joseph Cicippio within 48 hours. The space shuttle Atlantis
safely returned from a shortened military mission.
Today's Birthdays: Former CIA director Stansficld Turner is 69.
Actor-comedian-director Woody Allen is 57. Singer Lou Rawls is 56.
Golfer Lee Trevino is 53. Comedian-actor Richard Pryor is 52.
Actress-singer Bette Midler is 47. Actress Charlene Tilton is 34.
Thought for Today: "In dreams begins responsibility." — William
Butler Yeats, Irish Nobel Prize-winning poet (1865-1939).

Ten years ago
"A Community Christmas"
will be the theme of the 10th
annual Rotary Club Christmas
Parade to be Dec. 4.
More than 50 local merchants
participated in the Christmas Village held Nov. 27 and 28 at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. The event was
sponsored by Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
Dardy Hassell, John Hassell,
Bill Miller, Michael Thompson,
Monty Thompson, Louie Greenfield, Kerry Lee Todd and Greg
Darnell are all pictured with deer
they have taken while hunting.
World Friendship Club had a
meeting in the home of Mrs. Rob
Walston Jr. Each member came
dressed in the attire of their
native country. They are shown
in a picture taken by Gracie
Erwin.

Twenty years ago
Ground breaking ceremonies
for the new Fisher Price Toys
plant was held on Nov. 28. Fisher
Price Toys, world's largest manufacturer of toys for preschool
children, will construct a large
modern toy assembly plant on
East Penny Road, two miles north
of Murray, near the Vanderbilt
Chemical Plant.
The mobile home of Jerry
Eldridge of Almo was destroyed
by fire on Nov. 27.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Eddie Let Grogan, Oct. 29; a boy to Capt. and
Mrs. John T. Bryant III, Oct. 30;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Wallace, Nov. 24.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Hickman County 67
to 53 in a basket ball game. High
team scorers were James Wells
for Calloway and Grundy for

Hickman.
Thirty years ago
Murray -Calloway County
Industrial Foundation was
approved Nov. 29 by membership
of Murray Chamber of Commerce
at its annual membership dinner
at Student Union Building at
Murray State College. Glenn
Doran is chairman of the Industrial Committee.
Recovery, Inc., a self-help
organization for nervous and former mental patients, has established a group in Murray.
Betty Carolyn Thurmond and
Joseph Nicholas Ryan III were
married Nov. 23 at Brookport, Ill.
Bob Thomas, florist from
Nashville and formerly of Murray, presented a special program
on "Flower Arrangements" at an
open meeting at Murray
Woman's Club House on Nov.
27.

DEAR ABBY: I had to respond to
the letter from the woman who
wrote to say that her friend allowed
her young son to make prank telephone calls. How I would love to get
ahold of that woman!
Does she have any idea of the
pain and stress prank telephone
calls can cause? Is she aware of the
enormous expense that is incurred
when the telephone company places
"tracers" on telephones in an effort
to catch those suspected of making
obscene telephone calls?
I am now preparing to go to trial
to prosecute a person who called me

DEAR VICTIM: Some children — usually when they are
left alone without adult supervision — make prank telephone
calls without realizing the seriousness of what they are doing
when they call people whose
numbers they get at random
from the telephone books. They
can disturb sick and elderly
people, and frighten people who
are alone. This is a plea to all
people who would use the telephone for mean or mischievous
reasons. Please, don't!

on an average of 20 times every
night for nearly four months. I
could not afford to keep changing
my telephone number, so I endured
this for as long as I could, after
changing my number three times.
Meanwhile, my mother was in
intensive care in the hospital, and
with every late-night call my heart
stopped.
Please, please, parents, teach
your children to be kind and considerate of others. Prank telephone
calls can be disturbing, unnerving
and sometimes cruel.
VICTIM
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DEAR OLD-TIMER: The
poem was "Lord, Make a Regular Man Out of Me," and the
author is Edgar A. Guest. Here
it is:
LORD,MAKE A REGULAR
MAN OUT OF ME
This I would like to be —
braver and bolder
Just a bit wiser because I am
older,
Just a bit kinder to those I
may meet,
Just a bit manlier taking
defeat;
This for the New Year my
wish and my plea —
Lord, make a regular man
out of me.

This I would like to be — just
a bit truer,
Less of the wisher and more
of the doer,
Broader and bigger, more
willing to give,
Living and helping my neighbor to live!
This for the New Year my
prayer and my plea —
Lord, make a regular man
out of me.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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AN OLD-TIMER
IN PALM SPRINGS

Dr. Gott

6 Volcanic

1

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column,
you defined the word "mensch,"
which in German means "man" in
the best sense of the word. When I
was in grade school many years ago,
our teachers read a poem to us. I
can't remember who wrote it, but it
was in the form of a prayer — a
youngster asking the Lord to make a
regular man out of him.

This I would like to be — just
a bit finer,
More of a smiler and less of a
whiner,
Just a bit quicker to stretch
out my hand,
Helping another who's struggling to stand,
This is my prayer for the
New Year to be,
Lord, make a regular man
out of me.
This I would like to be — just
a bit fairer,
Just a bit better, and just a
bit squarer,
Not quite so ready to censure
and blame,
Quicker to help every man in
the game,
Not quite so eager men's failings to see,
Lord, make a regular man
out of me.

CALVIN and HOBBES

5

Forty years ago
William Solomon, Ford dealer
in Murray, has been appointed as
Calloway County Chairman of
1952 for the Crusade for Freedom Drive.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Carter, located south of Coldwater, was destroyed by fire on
Nov. 27.
Joe W. Cable, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Cable, and James Bondurant, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.O.
Bondurant, Murray State College
graduates, have been named as
recipients of annual Donal! H.
Sylvester Scholarships for 1952.
Kathleen Gibbs and James
Edward Ewing were married
Nov. 27 at College Presbyterian
Church, Murray.
Charles G. Warner Jr., son of
Dr. and Mrs. C.G. Warner of
Murray, is enrolled at Ohio State
University, Columbus.-
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DEAR DR. GOTT Is there a medication that can shrink benign tumors
of the uterus? My tumor has enlarged
since 1982 when it was discovered, yet
I hate to undergo a hysterectomy
DEAR READER . There is no drug
that specifically shrinks fibroids. benign muscular growths in the uterus
The condition is an extremely common one that can lead to irregular or
heavy menstrual bleeding, painful intercourse and abdominal fullness, depending on the size of the fibroids.
Although the only permanent cure
for fibroids is hysterectomy. in many
cases (for unknown reasons), the fibroids may diminish in size, even disappear. Therefore, most women are
content to ignore their fibroids, if possible, using the surgical option as a
last resort. However, you should discuss this with your doctor, who can
continue to monitor your fibroids.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is the current viewpoint relating to precautions
and/or toxicity when eating garden
fruits and vegetables that had lead
paint scraped into the soil five years
ago? More precisely, are strawberries safe to eat under these
circumstances?
DEAR READER Lead from lead
paint will leach into the soil. However, studies show that it will not be incorporated to any harmful extent into
fruits or vegetables grown in that soil
Thus, you may safely eat strawberunder
these
grown
ries
circumstances.
My comments do not include soil
that has been massively contaminated by toxic minerals or hazardour,
substances, such as occurs in landfills
or toxic dumps. In those situations,
toxicology studies should be performed on groundwater samples, as
w41 as on edible vegetation.
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13 feared dead in
collision of military
cargo planes; B-113
crashes in Texas

•
,!•••;,

`^t

•

HARLEM. Mont. (AP) —
Two military cargo jets on a
nighttime refueling training
mission collided and crashed
near the Canadian border. All
13 people aboard apparently
were killed. the Au Force said
today.
In western Texas, meanwhile, an Air Force 8-1B
bomber crashed in mountains
during a training flight Monday night. Rescuers were
searching for its four-member
C rt .

In Montana, witnesses said
Monday night's collision of
the C-141B cargo planes lit up
the sky.
"There was a big fireball in
the sky and then it fell to the
earth," said Angie Fischer.
who W3S at her mother's house
on a hilltop west of the crash
site. •'Then there was another
fireball when it hit the
ground.—
T he training mission
involNed four Air Force
C.14 lBs and a KC-135 tanker,
said Ray Martell, a spokesman
for McChord Air Force Base
near Tacoma, Wash., where
the transports were based.
Two of 'the C-141Bs collided after refueling and
crashed nine miles north of
Harlem, about 30 miles south
je'''the Canadian border.
authonties said. The cause of
the collision wasn't immediately known.
There were six people on
'one of the planes and seven on
the other, said Gloria Rayford.
spokeswoman for the 62nd
Airlift Wing at McChord.
Initial inclicaUons were that
all of them were killed, said
Sgt. Brian Orban, a spokesman
at MaifilStrOM Air Force Base
in Great Falls. Their names
were being withheld early
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Guy Harper
Guy Harper, 52. Murray, died
Monday at 7 a.m. at his
residence.
He was owner of Murray
Upholstery.
Born Feb. 25, 1938, in Marshall County, he was the son of

Report
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Harper; one sister, Mrs. Vickie
Cook and husband, Eddie, all of
Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Tuesday) at the funeral home.

the late Guy Lee Haw Sr. and
Etna Harris Harper.
Survivors include a special
friend, Man lyn Green; two sons.
Chris Harper and Gary Harper
and wife, Sandra; two grandchildren, Jeremy Harper and Richie

Bennie Roberts
Services for Bennie Roberts
were Monday at 11:30 a.m. in
Len Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Jerry Lee officiated.
Pallbearers were Chuck Cunningham. Mike Snyder, Rand)
Barlow. Michael Roberts. Henry
Bates and Joe Givens.
Burial was in Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Roberts, 65. Pans. Tenn.,
died Thursday at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He was a disabled
factory worker.
He was married March 20,
1969, to the former Anita Madden who died March 13, 1991.
Born Oct. 13, 1927, in Alabama.

he was the son of the late George
Roberts and Ida Gilliam Roberts.
Also preceding him in death
were one sister, Myrtle Roberts,
and three brothers. Jack Roberts
and two others in intancy.
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Personalized Childrens Books
Your favorite child is the star of their very
own story. Each full color book is personalized with the child's name,address, age,
parent, and friends name. The perfect gift
for any occasion. Written, illustrated, and
.
„
0
published by nutomotedi
,
0
512 mom woe
Murray residents.
Wood tieroroso 42071
$9.95
•
(502)7S5-6M7—

uise Foster
G eside services for Mrs. Margie Louise Foster will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. John Dale will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements, but no visitation
will be scheduled.
Mrs. Foster, 69. Murray._ died
Sunday morning at Baptist Hospital, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Constance Whitford,
Oklahoma City. Ms. Bonnie Foster, Grand Terrace, Calif., Mrs.
Peggy Smutney, Tinley Park,
and Mrs. Pamela Daum, Dallas,
Texas; one son, Charles Foster,
Newcaney, Texas; her mother,
Mrs. Frances J. Harris; one sister,
Mrs. Viola Stankus, Newport
Richey, Fla.; two brothers, Frank
Harris, Chicago, III., and Charles
Harris. Mesa, Ariz.; 13 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

Final arguments expected for
woman who abandoned ailing father
HILLSBORO, Ore. (AP) — A
woman accused of abandoning
her father at an Idaho dog racetrack because he had Alzheimer's
disease told a judge that pension
money had nothing to do with it.
Sue Gifford of Hillsboro briefly took the stand Monday to say
that her father. 83-year-old John
Kingery. wanted her to use his
pension from the Ford Motor Co.
to help pay for his nursing care.
Kmgery died in a Morgantown,
Ky.. nursing home Nov. 2 Relauses brought him to Kentucky
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Mrs. Margie

Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Teresa Snyder, Murray;
one son, Michael Roberts, Pans,
Tenn.; three stepdaughters, Darlene Cunningham and Debbie
Bates, Pans, and Donna Barlow,
Dresden, Tenn.; one stepson. Joe
Givens, Paris; one sister, Mrs.
Ivalene Hughes. NM: two
brothers, John Roberts. Paris, and
Gordon Roberts. Alabama: seven
grandchildren.

after they recognized him from
reports of his abandonment.
Gifford, 41, is charged with
kidnapping, theft and perjury.
The state claims Gifford lied
about her father's income on
applications for Medicaid and
stole his pension checks.
Her lawyer, Wilbur Smith, has
argued that Gifford tned to take
responsibility for her father even
though she suffered from a mental disorder caused partly by her
father's abuse when she was a
child.
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Life Insurance
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Whole Life
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Lou V. McGary
Are your loved ones protected financially if
you died today?
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Parents beg for son's release

MANCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
The parents of a 10-year-old boy
abducted from his elementary
loth y
school last week renewed their
pleas for his safe return, and
authonues continued to search
for the Clay County youngster.
Scotty Baker hasn't been seen
or heard from since a woman
identifying herself as Patricia
Smith walked into the crowded
Creek Elementary School
Paces
Proces as 01 9 AM
on Wednesday and checked the
Chg
Price
boy out. School officials said the
Cay
two left in a dark car and that the
boy appeared to know the woman
well.
"Scotty knows his way to my
house," his mother, Ruth Baker,
Dos Jona lad. Avg. —4331
said Monday.."Wherever he's at.
DJIA Previous Ouse ----DOS 16
he can find his way home.
A ir Pr pducts_.---_—_47% 4.1/4
"I'm begging whoever has got
AT&T _______.---4G14•
This is an innocent child: He
him.
Bell South ._._._-.-._---.491h Jos
didn't hurt nobody. Please, just
Briext & Strattoc___ 5V/s *Jim
Cbrysier____._____—_29% -1h
bring him out at the end of the
Dem Foods_.---.--2914
driveway and let him out.
-1/4
Elms
"It's a long driveway. I
Fisher PrIce.--.-.---22 -44
couldn't even see who would be
Ford Moor.._.—_-421/4 4.'14
in the car. Please. Please."
2 c.
1
General Dectric..----.-12/
Ruth Baker said she last saw
General Motors---.32 -'118
Scotty on Tuesday morning when
GoodrIch.-.-.-.----.--441/2 4-sis
Goody ear ___.----72'4 442
her daughter took him to school.
-1h
He stayed with his grandmother
2 -14
/
— 311
Ingersoll Read
that night, while his mother
K Mart.--.--.__.--- 2614 -Ns
worked the third shift at WalK I Eaergy.--.--- 274a 'sac.
Mart in London.
nat.
1h
—14
Kroger
Scotty's father pleaded Mon341/4 -1/s
L (; & E
day with kidnappers to return his
4914 41h
McDeaaids
794 -21h
./C Nosey
son. Ruth and Donnie Baker are
3211 33A
Peoples First°
divorced, and Scotty lives with
701/. -114
Quaker
his mother.
5614 -3/s
Schering-Plough
"All we want is him back,"
-'h
Sean
Baker said. "If somebody
Donnie
Sch -14
Texaco--.—.
wanted to just drop him off
sac.
Time- Warner
somewhere or something like
•
4
1
/
-1h,
that, it'd be fine. All we're interested in is getting him back here
safe."
Donnie Baker said he is wor_ yaw Sa onotkol foogur In IN* No.
ned because he hasn't heard from
the kidnappers.
Court Square
"If they wanted ransom, then
Murray, KY 42071
we're satisfied that there
502-753-3366
would've been calls wanting
A6:Iitkinal
41114;'
money. So we feel like that's not
Irilorrnako
HIWAko
Availabl•
the motive in this case, and that
LYONS
st
"
"/4.4
UPC
does worry us.
"We've thought maybe it was
1 ),
(her B. Ifo
just some weirdo. We've thought
AA it 11. yoL 113 • UMW MIN
everything in the world, really."
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State police went hack to the
school Monday and interviewed
more of Scotty's classmates and
witnesses.
"We're working on it hard,"
said Capt. Doug Asher, commander of the state police post in
London.
The FBI has joined the investigation, and agents have conducted lie detector tests to eliminate possible suspects.
State police Detective Larry
Lewis said officials are getting
new tips every day but are not
much closer to locating Scotty.
"We don't have anything else
at this moment,' Lewis said.
"We hope we're getting closer,
but we don't know."
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